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Brief project description

Land degradation is a serious issue in Cambodia posing a direct threat to food and water security since it affects,
agriculture productivity and water retention capacity of watersheds. It is linked with deforestation and forest
degradation, and exacerbated by climate change perpetuating increased vulnerability to climate related risks in
turn. The project is designed to reduce pressures on upland watershed areas from competing land uses by
demonstrating collaborative management and rehabilitation of agriculture lands and forest areas by promoting
sustainable land management and stabilizing watershed catchment functions in a priority degraded area, Upper
PrekThnot watershed in Kampong SpeuProvince as identified by the draft National Action Plan to Combat Land
Degradation 2017 - 2026.The project consists of three interrelated components: 1) On-farm soil conservation and
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agro-forestry practices improved; 2) Community forest areas restored and sustainably managed; and 3)

Watershed management and monitoring capacity improved. The project's approach is consistent with UNDP

Cambodia's Country Programme Document (CPD) 2016-2018 as it specifically requires "building resilience" by

contributing to strengthening environmental services and the system of forest management and protected areas,
including sustainable land and watershed management.
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II. DEVELOPMENT CHAlLENGE

1. Land degradation is a serious issue in Cambodia. Land degradation which is manifested primarily in the form of
soil erosion and loss of soil fertility is induced by both natural and anthropogenic causes. Anthropogenic causes
include: (i) poor land use practices following the unplanned expansion of agricultural area and settlements; (ii)
deforestation and forest degradation due to logging and extraction of biomass for fuelwood and charcoal; and
(iii) unsustainable land use practices on state lands apportioned for economic land concessions (ELCs). The
objectives of ELC schemes are to "increase employment in rural areas, generate state revenue and develop
Cambodia's agricultural sector". Land and Forestry Laws and regulations provide a general framework for ELCs
and administrative rules, nevertheless ELCsare known to impact both protected areas and local communities
by reducing access to both forest resource and forestland.

2. In Imid to upper watersheds, land degradation is linked with deforestation and forest degradation. Cambodia's
MDG target for 2015 was to maintain 60% of total land area under forest cover. Between 1990 and 2010
Cambodia lost 1.1%, or 142,500 ha of its forest cover per annum. Recent satellite imagery confirms that forest
cover reduced from 71% in 1973 to 50% in 2014. Most deforestation occurs in the northwest and northeast
prf>Vinces, although extent and rate of loss is slower in protected areas. Population pressures and economic
development are among the main drivers of loss of vegetative cover, and when combined with impacts of
climate change and variability, have contributed to soil erosion, nutrient loss and reduced water retention
capacity across wider landscapes.

LJnd degradation is a direct threat to food and water security since it affects agriculture productivity and water
retention capacity of watersheds. Around 11% of all households in Cambodia are considered food insecure, with
many facing a deficit for 1-2 months each year. This figure rises during the dry season to an estimated 18%.
Around 90% of all food-insecure households are found in rural areas where agriculture is dominated by
smallholder farms, involving about two million households (five million people). While agriculture accounts for
34% of national GDP and employs 60% of Cambodia's labour force, the sector's contribution to the informal
economy is even higher; it is estimated that up to BO% of the population is dependent on agriculture for income
a~d subsistence. Therefore, land degradation affects poor rural households directly in the form of food and
livelihood security. Furthermore, land degradation increases the cost of agriculture production which affects
poor rural farmers disproportionately.

3.

4. Land degradation is exacerbated by climate change and in turn perpetuates increased vulnerability to climate
related risks. Cambodia consistently ranks among the top 10 countries with highest risk of impact from climate
change. Historical data shows that temperature increased by O.BC since 1960 and it continues to increase
between O.013C to 0.036C per year by 2099 (INC, 2002 and SNC, 2015). Cambodia as a whole is projected to get
warmer as a result of climate change, with a longer and drier dry season, and a delayed - but shorter and wetter
_wet season. Average temperatures and the frequency of extremely hot days and nights have already increased
in recent years, and precipitation trends have led to increased wet season rain. Lower-lying areas of the country
will generally be hotter and wetter than higher areas, and overall weather patterns will become more erratic.
Temperature changes will affect growing and flowering crop cycles, cause shifts in rainfall patterns between
different areas of the country and hence affect crop yields.

5. The most obvious effect of this will be to alter the quantity, quality, availability and distribution of surface water
-y.'ith consequences for agriculture and fisheries. Similarly, these changes in climate have direct bearing on soil
erosion, especially on degraded lands. Crop losses can already be directly attributable to climate change
impacts. According to SNC, in the last 20 years, floods and droughts have resulted in crop production loss of 62%
and 36% respectively. These events have driven farmers to consider alternate cropping systems and, where
water is available, to adopt dry season irrigated rice production as an alternative. Greater focus on the early wet
season crops allows farmers to avoid the most severe flooding period as crops can be harvested before its onset.
R,ecession and late wet season crops respond well to increased fertilizer applications. However, such practices
could have a detrimental effect on the structure of certain soil types.
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6. All the above factors regarding land degradation havea particularly pronounced impact on marginalized,groups
such as ethnic minorities or women. The above effects coupled with insecurity of tenure and prevailing
vulnerable conditions means that marginalized groups are more severely affected by land degradation.

7. The Royal Government of Cambodia's (RGC)primary response to land degradation is encapsulated in a draft
National Action Plan to Combat Land Degradation (NAP) 2017 to 2026. The draft NAPpresents an analvsis of
land degradation issuesfollowed by an action plan with an estimated budget of US$43 million. The five s~rategic
objectives proposed by NAPare (i) Enablewidespread adoption of appropriate on-farm soil management and

Irelated practices to address land degradation and adapt to climate change; (ii) Enable stakeholders to help
restore watershed and forest ecological services that improve and sustain agricultural productivity; (iii) Provide
supportive policy framework to encourage widespread application of Sustainable LandManagement (SLM); (iv)
Strengthen human resource capacity to plan and implement programs for SLM;and (v) Develop and implement
effective resource mobilization strategies to finance priority actions. Watershed management and soif fertility
asa means for addressing land degradation concerns are the NAP'skey thematic priorities.

8. Under the umbrella of the Global Environment Facility (GEF)'s 'Greater Mekong Sub-Region Forests and
Biodiversity Program' (GMS-FBP)regional program, the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries~MAFF)
initially proposed a national project on collaborative watershed management in the Upper Prek IThnot
watershed in Kampong Speu Province and requested the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to assist with
processing the project in its capacity as a GEFImplementing Agency. The proposal for GEFfunding 10f the
proposed TAwas prepared between February 2013 and Aprif 2014 and was approved by the GEFSecretariat on
1 July 2014. The project, however, was put on hold at ADB due to some technical issuesuntil the end of 2015
and subsequently transferred to UNDPin 2016 upon ADB's request and approval from the RGC.

III. STRATEGY

9. The project is designed to reduce pressures on upland watershed areas from competing land uses by
demonstrating collaborative management and rehabilitation of agriculture lands and forest in targeted areas. It
addresses important national and global environment goals - to develop multiple benefits from integrated
management of landscape mosaics of mixed agricultural and forest ecosystems. In practices sustainable land
management can be achieved by reducing pressure on land from unsustainable land use by adopting
technologies, practices and land management approaches that are appropriate at specific geographical regions.
It also requires strong policies and competent bureaucracy to regulate land practices.

10. The project will involve capacity buifding and pilot demonstrations of soil conservation and agroforestry
measuresdesigned to enhance on-farm productivity on smallholder agriculture lands and on selected economic
land concession (ELC)areas. The objective is to create agro-ecosystems in forest buffer areas that improve
connectivity with adjacent native forests. Initial assessments (i.e. community socio-economic surveys and
biophysical resource assessments)will be carried out to identify suitable households and ELCareas in two key
districts of the PrekThnot watershed (namely Aural and PhnumSruoch). Ethnographic study will be carried out
during the project inception phaseto gain insight into community's practices, norm and behaviour in land, water
and forest resources used.The result of ethnographic study will feed into the project activities and updating the
project Theory of Change. Gender analysis will be part of the socio-economic surveys to provide information
about institutional structure, challenges and opportunities to promote gender equality within the project
activities.

11. Furthermore, activities will focus on strengthening community forest (CF)management practices. Based on
scoping carried out during project preparation, Dam Rei Chak PIuk CFwas targeted for support under the
project; however, the selection of sites and baseline conditions will be validated through additional survey and
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stakeholder consultations during the inception phase.Support will be provided to restore degraded forestlands,
aswell asdiversify livelihood opportunities and increase incomes for selected commune forest households.

12. The project will also support enabling conditions to establish and sustain a watershed management authority
for Kampong Speu Province. The project will support an initial review of case studies and good practices in
watershed management in other parts of the region. This will serve as the basis for consultations with all
concerned stakeholders on the appropriate institutional arrangements for a watershed management
committee or authority at the provincial level. Additional support will be provided to design and initiate a basic,
scalable,monitoring and assessmentsystem for sustainable land and water management in the province, which
will inform decision makers and other development partners. Part of the capacity development will include use
of the Global Forest Watch platform convened by the World ResourcesInstitute (WRI) and its partners, which
serves as an online, real-time, interactive forest monitoring and alert system. Low cost and innovative
technologies such "smart handpump", developed by University of Oxford, to measure the level of aquafer will
be introduced aspart of the land and water management system.

13. Pathwaysto achieve the project objective is illustrated in figure 3.1. Project interventions will generate two key
drivers which will enhance the flow of socio-economic benefits at the community level. The first driver will be
to increase infrastructure and capacities to implement good practices in sustainable land and water
management, sustainable livelihoods and forest protection and maintenance. The second will be improved
accessto important and actionable information and knowledge related to these fields, which will enh9nce
participation, inclusion and decision-making related to productive activities. Anticipated socio-economic
benefits to be delivered by this project include:

At national levels:
• Strengthened project management capacity within MAFFand other implementing partners, leading to the

ability to manage larger, more complex technical assistanceprojects targeting wider cross section of the
Cambodian population, and

• Better technical understanding within MAFF and other implementing partners of the constraints to
promoting sustainable land/water management, sustainable forest management etc., which will lead to
improved design and implementation of policies, programs and projects relevant to the NAP,in support of
obligations under UNCCD.

At sub-national levels:
• Increased Net Primary Productivity (NPp)l per hectare of land in project target areas in Aural and Phnum

Sruoch districts aswell as DamRayChakPluk commune forest
• IncreasedTotal Factor Productivity (TFP)2per agricultural commodity across households in project target

areas in Oral and Phnum Sruoch districts aswell as DamRayChakPluk commune forest
• Increased incomes and income opportunities for a cross-section of farming households in Aural and Phrum

Sruoch districts aswell as Dam RayChak Pluk commune forest, which will be complemented by business
training, better skills and efficient resource use, access to microfinance products (e.g. microsavings,
microinsurance, microcredit)

• Increased vegetation and forest cover which promotes resilience of ecosystems services in the micro-
watersheds of targeted project areas, by way of sustained hydrological, nitrogen and carbon cycles, and

• Enhancedbaseof physical and social assets,health, nutrition, and food security for target households.

1Net carbon dioxide retained in vegetation from the atmosphere, quantified by production of new plant material, new biomass
etc. measurable through remote sensing and other techniques.
2 TFPmeasuresthe ratio of total commodity output (the sum of all crop and livestock products) to total inputs used in production,
including all land, labor, capital, and materials.
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14. The project is conformed with the RGC'sRectangular Strategy III in achieving sustainable development and
poverty reduction. The Rectangular Strategy III focuses on four priorities: i) human resources development; ii)
improving infrastructure; iii) enhancing agriculture value addition; and iv) strengthening public service delivery.
The National Strategic Development Plan (NSDP) 2014-2018, which acts as the roadmap to guide the
implementation of sectoral line agencies,development partners, private sectors, civil society organizations and
relevant stakeholders, calls for more actions to strengthen six sectors including agriculture. The project also
aligns with the decentralization reform laid out in the RectangularStrategy III and NSDP.

15. The project will promote sustainable land management and stabilize watershed catchment functions in a
priority degraded area identified by the NAP. It also contributes to implementation of actions identified in the
Cambodia Climate ChangeStrategic Plan (CCCSP)2014-2023, especially to promote climate resilience through
improving food and water, enhancing climate resilience of critical ecosystem and biodiversity, and improving
capacities, knowledge and awareness for climate change. In 2013, MAFFprepared its Climate ChangeStrategic
Plan with an objective to reduce impacts of climate change on agriculture, animal production, forestry and
fisheries through adaptation and mitigation measures.The project will respond to the MAFF'sClimate Change
Strategic Planthrough protection of ecosystem of the Upper PrekThnot watershed to improve resilience of the
target communities. In addition, the project is in line with the Agricultural Sector Strategic Development Plan
(2014-2018) by directly contributing to three pillars out of the four pillars laid out in the strategic development
plan.

16. This approach is consistent with UNDPCambodia's Country Programme Document (CPO)2016-2018 as it is
aligned with one of the four pillars of programming strategy to commit to helping the country achieve the
simultaneous eradication of poverty and significant reduction of inequalities and exclusion, namely by "building
resilience". More specifically, UNDPwill contribute to strengthening environmental servicesand the system of
forest management and protected areas, including sustainable land and watershed management. In
collaboration with relevant ministries, UNDPwill help to strengthen the forest-dependent livelihoods of rural
households and indigenous peoples' communities, contribute to long-term food security, as well as support
government efforts to transform the country's legal framework from a primary focus on commercialization of
natural resources to their sustainable management. Importantly, the project will address natural resource
management, climate changeand disaster risk reduction concernsthrough support to: (i) mapping of ecosystem
functions and assessment of ecosystem services as input into landscape planning processes; (ii) strengthening
of natural resource institutions and processes;and (iii) contribution to improvement of biodiversity monitoring
systems to maintain ecosystem integrity. The project is envisaged to contribute to achieving the CPOOutput _
"Establishment and strengthening of institutions, coordination mechanisms and policies for sustainable
management of natural resources, ecosystem services".

17. The project iswell aligned with the UNDPStrategic Plan (2014-2017)Outcome 1: "Growth and development are
inclusive and sustainable, incorporating productive capacities that create employment and livelihoods for the
poor and excluded" as well as Output 1.3: "Solutions developed at national and sub-national levels for
sustainable management of natural resources, ecosystem services, chemicals and waste." The results are also
expected to contribute to achieving the United Nations Development Assistance Framework (2016-2018)
Outcome 1: "By 2018, people living in Cambodia, in particular youth, women and vulnerable groups, are enabled
to actively participate in and benefit equitably from growth and development that is sustainable and does not
compromise the well-being or natural or cultural resources of future generations".
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Figure 3.1: Theory of Change

Sustainable land and forest management practices in Upper Prek Thnot watershed in Kampong Speu Province
improved.
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IV. RESULTS AND PARTNERSHIPS

Expected Results

18. The project has been designed to achieve the long-term benefit of restoring watershed functions that sustain
ecosystem services and local livelihoods. The project outcome will lead to improved sustainable land and forest
management practices in Upper Prek Thnot watershed in Kampong Speu Province. The outcomes of the project
will be monitored through the following indicators: (i) number of local farming households/farmers which adopt
good practices in sustainable land and water management; (ii) number of local farming households whic~ adopt

I
new livelihoods approaches, and diversify sources of income and livelihood; and (iii) strengthened institutional
arrangements and increased multi-stakeholder participation in watershed management, monitoring and
assessment. The project results will be achieved through three interrelated components:

Component 1: On-farm soil conservation and agro-forestry practices improved. I
19. The Component will focus on two key districts in the Prek Thnot watershed, Aural and Phnum Sruoch (Fig. 4.1).

Work will be designed to enhance on-farm per/hectare productivity in middle to upper watershed areas with
sustainable land and water management (SL/WM) interventions piloted with a number of households in the
agriculture production areas. The agricultural areas and households for project interventions will be selected
following: a) community socio-economic surveys (including gender assessments) to establish baseline, and b)
biophysical resource assessments (using to the extent possible, the agro-ecosystem analysis and guidelines
advanced by the UNDP-GEF project") to establish / validate baseline. Project areas may be selected in areas
where a) soil quality is of relatively low fertile", b) irrigation opportunities are limited, c) there are competing
uses for waters (mainly from large agribusinesses), d) farm to market infrastructure is not fully developed, and
e) within Permanent Forest Estates or Protected Areas. The criteria for selection of participating households will

3 Building Capacity and Mainstreaming Sustainable Land Management Project 2008-2011, implemented by MAFF UNDP with
finding supporting from GEF4.

4 Soil composition in markedly different in the two districts. Phnum Sruoch soils are primarily acid lithosols, grey heydromorphics
planosols, red-yellow podzols, while Aural soil types are mostly planosols and acid lithosols.
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consider: a) average annual gross income, b) amounts of net productive assets, c) willingness to learn and adopt
new techniques, and d) reasonable land security.

Figure 4.1: Watershed Boundary in Kampong Speu Province

Province, District, and Watershed

Legend
Kampong Spoeu Province

Oral and Phnom Srouch Distrl

Prek Thnoat Watershed

20. The use and suitability of agro-forestry will be piloted in project areas of the two upper basin districts to assist
development of productive gardens of diverse, perennial crop/tree species; improve household food security
and individual incomes, and; build up diverse agro-ecosystems in likeness of the form, function and connectivity
of native forests to increase tree canopy and vegetative cover in forest buffer areas. This work will also improve
local access to fuel wood and building materials. Sustainable land and water management, and livelihood
interventions that will be piloted across selected cross sections of households, and will include, but not limited
to: a) system of rice intensification (measured in tons/he), b) integrated farming systems (diversification of crop
production), c) integrated pest management, c) improved soil and water management techniques, e) bio-
digester and composting, f) model farm and home gardening, g) small scale aquaculture/inland fisheries, among
others. This will be supplemented by capacity building and training related to: a) business planning and market
development, b) basic book keeping and accounting, and c) access to microfinance products and services",

21. Agri-businesses managing Economic Land Concession (ELC) areas and contracting local farmers are also
considered within this component (Fig. 4.2). While 25,000 ha of ELCwas initially discussed during the PIF stage,
further review suggested that this be scaled down to about 8,000 ha. The project will take a two-pronged
approach in its efforts to promote responsible investments in sustainable landscapes and constructive
engagement of local communities by agribusinesses. First, the project will support an analysis/review of policies
related to agricultural land use, followed by creation of a roundtable on sustainable agribusiness, which will
bring together community organizations, argo-forestry companies, plantation managers, agribusiness suppliers,
non-government and government stakeholders, along with interested bilateral and multilateral funding
agencies. This activity will be coordinated in conjunction with the FA ELCSubgroup of the TWG on Forest and
Environment. The activity will support an assessment of the total socio-economic and environmental costs and
benefits associated with SLM, including the impacts of ELCson the economy, society and environment. Capacity
building for national stakeholders on valuation of land, costs of land degradation, trade-offs and benefits of SLM
at different spatial, temporal and sectoral scales will follow from this. These outputs will feed into a proposed

5 The financial products and services commonly offered by micro finance institutions (MFls) in Cambodia are micro-loans (group
lending and individual lending); micro-saving (voluntary saving and fixed term deposits); money transfer (local money transfer
service, remittance and mobile banking); and micro-insurance. Some MFls also offer non-financial products and services such as
client education and reinforcement; client awards; scholarships for clients' children; and links to development programs.
Estimates suggest that approximately 80% of MFI clients live in rural areas, and 81% of clients are women.
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roundtable on agribusiness and SLM. Among other things, one possible result of these roundtable deliberations
could be a "sustainability scorecard" for ELCs- which would focus on the shared responsibilities and shared
benefits from adoption of good practices - leading to defining of some incentive mechanisms. Second, the
project will work directly with an ELCagribusiness already contracted with MAFF, to try and develop a case study
that will feature good practices in SL/WM, promote local livelihoods in the same manner as in the Aural and
Phnum Sruoch Districts, support implementation of incentive-based conservation agreements for forest
dwellers in a conservation area, among others. This activity will undertake an assessment of the various land
use plans and categories for land use and compare these against concessions allocated, using existing GIS data,
as well as agreements for land use that will impact the uptake of soil management practices. It will examine
some scenarios, including: a) demonstration of shift from "Business as Usual" to sustainable practices; b)
introduction to forms of compensation for ecosystem services within an ELC (with reference to the incentive
and market based mechanisms); and c) addressing policy and regulatory frameworks related to EL granting
and/or implementation. A case study will be developed into a knowledge product and disseminated idely.

Figure 4.2: Economic Land Concessions 2013 in Kampong Speu (MAFF)
ECONOMIC LAND CONCESSIONS

AND PROTECTED AREAS
------

Kltlrom
Natfonaf
Park

22. Impact assessment will be carried out at the beginning and before the end of the project to assess the
effectiveness and efficiency of soil and water conservation practices for improving land and water productivity.
The assessment will look at how sustainable land use and agriculture practices versus business as usual will have
impacts on the project beneficiaries and a random number of non-beneficiaries. The assessment will be used
for making during the project implementation and highlight the lessons learned for planners and decision
markers on the impacts of actions carried out by project in the target watershed and its surrounding areas.

Component 2: Community forest areas restored and sustainably managed.
23. This component will focus on creating/strengthening sustainable models for community-based forest

management. Based on preliminary scoping, four 'commune forests' (CFs) have been selected. The early
analysis suggests that the project should focus its main efforts on the Dam Rei Chak Pluk commune forest for a
number of reasons, including: a) accessibiutv, b) in advanced stages of securing a land use/forest management
plan, c) reasonable capacity due to prior and ongoing technical assistance from local and international NGOs6,

6 The French NGO GEREShelped the community build an efficient charcoal kiln and trained forest resource users in appropriate
collection techniques. They also helped build a water reservoir for the community which draws on a combination of groundwater
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d) identified degraded areas for reforestation, e) communal area is contiguous with potential ELCpartner, and
e) expressed willingness to participate at the
level of commune leader and council. The
other three CFs will be included in the
scheduled capacity-building and training
activities to the extent possible. Initially the
site selection process will be validated through
additional survey and stakeholder
consultations. Socio-economic surveys (with
gender assessment) and biophysical resource
assessments (using agro-ecosystem analysis as
appropriate) will be conducted by the project
team with other project collaborators to
establish baseline.

25. Part of the assessment will also
cover the degraded and deforested areas, estimated to be around 400 ha in Dam Rei Chak Pluk, of which at least
150 ha will be subject to reforestation activity. In collaboration with Forest Administration (FA) and external
specialists, reforestation activities will be undertaken. Technical assistance will include training on different
techniques, as well as building of nurseries, provision of tools, planting materials, etc., if required. It is
an icipated that any planting will involve only native species. The reforestation experience will be documented
and shared with other CFs through cross learning events.

Box 1: Steps to Establishing Commune
Forest in Cambodia

24. Interventions will be made to
strengthen the current commune land
use/forest management plans (including
biodiversity) and develop a capacity building
approach to assist other CFs in formulating and
implementing their own plans based on the
requirements recommended by MAFF - which
consists of a staged process outlined in Box 1.
It should be noted that Steps 9-11 are for CFs
that plan to commercialize forest products and
wish to secure tenure over land.

1. Identification of potential CFareas
2. Establishment - submission of formal application with 60%

community support
3. Information gathering - creation of working group including FA
4. Developing CFmanagement structure - elected committee

created and formalized by FA
5. Preparation of internal bylaws of CFmanagement

committee/Board of Directors/Commune Council
6. Demarcation of community forest boundaries and mapping-

by GPSwith partiCipation of neighboring villages
7. Preparation of CFregulations - require approvals from

Commune Council and FA
8. Preparation and approval of the CFagreement (for MAFF

Approval) - outlining roles, responsibilities and obligations
9. Preparation of the CFManagement Plan - involves community

participation, training, data collection, analysis and mapping,
and requires FAapproval

10. Enterprise Development - some types of forest may
require business registration

11. Implementation - of management plan supported by
General Assemblies

12. Monitoring and Evaluation - carried out in close
collaboration with the National Forest Programme (NFP)

(Source: MAFF)

26. Capacity-building for forest protection and law enforcement will supplement this. As with the communities
around Permanent Forest Estates and in Protected Areas (Component 1), sustainable livelihoods development
activities will be initiated. This experience will serve as a demonstration for other CFs in the province. Good
practices will be documented in the form of a capacity building module and associated knowledge products,
and scaled up through a combination of workshops and cross visits. Figure 4.3 indicates the CFs under
consideration, noting that Tang Bampong CF is strategically located at the headwaters of the Prek Thnot River.

and rainwater. RECOFTChas delivered training and capacity building for reforestation.
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Figure 4.3: Commune Forests targeted (encircled)

_ ..
Component 3: Watershed management and monitoring capacity of stakeholders improved.
27. This component will follow on from work undertaken by the UNDP-GEFSLM project (2008-2011). It will be

supported by an initial review of case studies and good practices in watershed management in other parts of
South EastAsia, and discussedin the context of stakeholder consultations which will bring together commune,
village/town, provincial and national government representatives, farmer water user communities, wiater
utilities, NGOsand the private sector businesscommunity. Part of the approach will be to foster/support micro-
catchment level working groups. The original target of creating a watershed management authorit for
KampongSpeuProvince will be challenging given that watershed management is given low priority by national
and sub-national governments. Up until recently, efforts to advance integrated ecosystem management (IEM)
have been project-based, driven by external funding agencies, and characterized by unclear policies and poor
inter-agency and inter-sectoral coordination. There is a need to: a) apply and improve standardized monitoring
of variables; b) ensure quality of data and information through impact monitoring; c) develop principles, criteria
and indicators to monitor performance of all stakeholders in NRM; and d) improve governance, through
transparency, accountability and participatory processes.

-

28. Given the challenges in gaining traction for a watershed management approach to be widely understood and
adopted, a set of linked activities related to ecosystem services valuation will be supported. The projec will
initially conduct: a) a technical training workshop on economic valuation methods for MAFFand other relevant
line Ministries and institutions; b) ethnographic study to understand land use practices and choices resulting
from different perspectives; and c) a stakeholder dialogue on barriers to SLM that may require regulatory
intervention, and measures that are essential for progress to be achieved. This may include, among others, a
focus on applying incentives and market-based instruments. This will be followed by an ecosystem valuation
study within a defined sub-catchment area of the watershed.
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29. The types of ecosystems services identified by the Millenium Ecosystem Assessment (MEA) that pertain to the
Prek Thnot landscape include provisioning, regulating, cultural and supporting", A number of different tools and
methods can potentially be applied - cost-benefit analysis, value transfer, the Wildlife Habitat Benefits
Estimation, and the Integrated Valuation of Ecosystem Services and Tradeoffs (InVEST), Smart-handpumps, the
Economic of Ecosystems and Biodiversity (TEEB)framework for analysis - to locally important ecosystem services
for a defined community in the Prek Thnot watershed (perhaps a micro-catchment area) to determine water,
carbon, biodiversity, and cultural values. Project specialists will identify the appropriate set of tools, and apply
these to help quantify gains or losses of ecosystem services under several different scenarios which are typical
to the Prek Thnot watershed area. These include: a) land conversion, b) charcoal management, and c) water
supply augmentation. The study results will quantify trade-offs, help identify practical options for preserving
forest cover from degradation, could be useful for decision making within key government bodies, as well as
strengthen the arguments among key constituencies advocating for sustainable development'.

30. With respect to the larger context, one analyst observes: "The value of watershed management, when
considered as an ecosystem service, is also important to the short - or long term potential of hydropower
facilities ....in the Cardamom and Elephant Mountains. Variations in water flows will directly affect the ability
of these multi-million dollar facilities to maximize energy generation.:" In this same vein, a recent study
supported by the ADB and others, suggests the following: "The similarity of ecological and other conditions
means that, in the absence of detailed local studies (emphasis added) values can be applied to the Cardamom
Mountains, in relation to all watershed functions. This gives a figure of over US$ 75 million a year for the value
of the watershed functions of the study area in the Central Cardamom Mountains. The maintenance of these
watershed functions through sustainable land management in the Cardamom Mountains is of central
importance for national development, as it is the key to sustainable hydropower development and is also
important for agriculture and other downstream water uses."lO

31. The project will support a detailed local ecosystem valuation study to build upon the methodology and
knowledge advanced by this work. A gap analysis will be conducted for the existing M&E system, and a number
bf indicators and technical measurement parameters will be developed, with sources of data identified. The
process for indicator development will need to consider a "SMART" approach - be specific, measurable,
achievable, relevant and time bound. Likely indicators would, at a minimum, be related to; a) land cover, b) land
use, c) land management practices, d) woody biomass production, e) livestock production, f) agricultural
production, g) water availability, h) % below rural poverty line, i) gender indicators, and if possible, j) carbon
sequestration. The LD Tracking Tool will provide inputs for, and be cross referenced with these indicators.

7 Provisioning services are the products obtained from ecosystems, such asfood, genetic resources, fiber, and energy. Regulating
services are the benefits obtained from the regulation of ecosystem processes, including regulation of climate, water, and some
human diseases. Cultural services are benefits people obtain from ecosystems through spiritual enrichment, cognitive
development, reflection, recreation, and aesthetic experience. Supporting services are necessaryfor the production of all other
ecosystem services, such as biomass production, nutrient cycling, water cycling, oxygenation and provisioning of habitat.

S While capacity to conduct ecosystems servicesvaluations is very limited in Cambodia, a couple of studies a) by Mohd Shahwahid
et al on "Economics of Watershed Protection and Trade Off with Timber Production: A Case Study in Malaysia" 1997:
International Development ResearchCentre (IDRC);and b) Kalyan Hou & Sothunvathanak Meas "A Cost Benefit Analysis of the
comrunity Forest Project in Chumkiri District, Kampot Province", 2008: IDRC,might be insightful. The Economy and Environment
Programme for South East Asia (EEPSEA)has trained and supported researchers at the Community Based Natural Resource
Management Learning Institute in Cambodia, which will be tapped for support in this regard. A well implemented study that
examines, water, for example, may be the basis for piloting 'payment for ecosystems services' (PES)mechanisms.

9 Killeen, Timothy J. The Cardamom Conundrum: Reconciling Development and Conservation in the Kingdom of Cambodia.
Singapore. NUSPress,2012, p. 172.

10 Sousan, J and C. Sam. "The Value of Land Resource in the Cardamom Mountains of Cambodia". Final Report. No date.
Stockholm Environment Institute (SEll (emphasis added), p. 12.
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32. For.e~t.cover baseline and en~ ?f pr~ject sc~narios w~1Ibe und.ert~ken through GIS mapping and remot~. sensing
activities of the Forest Administration. Soli-related information IS best secured by the Cambodia Agricultural
Research and Development Institute (CARDI), while water supply and use information by MoWRAM. fA system
can be established at the local (commune, village, district) levels, which rolls up to the provincial level. Training
on participatory M&E techniques will be conducted at project target areas. Stakeholder consultation and
technical working groups will formulate and validate the institutional arrangements necessary for a watershed
management committee or authority at the provincial level to be established.

Project beneficiaries
33. The direct beneficiaries of the project will be poor upland farmers, indigenous communities, forest commune

households, and women living in and dependent on the forest ecosystem in the districts of Aural and Phnum
Sruoch and communes of Dam Ray Chak Pluk in the Prek Thnot watershed, which forms part of the Southern
Cardamom Mountain range in Cambodia. In Aural district, women outnumber men in nearly all villages.
Targeted households in remote mountainous areas with an average annual household income ranging between
USD 160 to USD 450 will benefit from the project". Poverty rates among direct beneficiaries range from 25% to
60%. While data is not readily available, a similar profile is likely in Phnum Sruoch district, as well as the
commune forests that are part of this project. The project also targets individuals, community groups, and
government and non-government organizations operating on-the-ground at the local level to enablelthem to
actively participate in developing and implementing SL/WM, sustainable forest management, livelihood
development and other activities during the project, and for sustaining watershed management bevond the
project.

Partnerships

34. The project will benefit significantly from lessons learned and good practices from the UNDP-GEF "Building
Capacity and Mainstreaming Sustainable Land Management (SLM) in Cambodia (2008-2011)" project which
prepared the draft NAP, enhanced awareness and capacity for SLM in Cambodia, and incorporated SLM into its
National Strategic Development Plan (NSDP) 2009-2013. The project will be associated with the ongoing UNDP-
GEF project on "Generating, Accessing and Using Information and Knowledge Related to the T?ree Rio
Conventions". This new initiative will, among other things, assess existing data management/information
systems, dialogue platforms, coordination mechanisms, etc. for each of the three Rio Conventions (UNCBD,
UNFCCC, UNCCD), and implement a strategy to mainstream knowledge into socio-economic developryent and
planning processes. The project will also have direct linkages with the ADB funded Biodiversity conStrvation
Corridors (BCe) Project executed by MAFF and the Ministry of Environment, which will enhance trans-b1oundary
cooperation for preventing and mitigating fragmentation of biodiversity rich forest landscapes ofthe Cardamom
Mountains and Eastern Plains Dry Forest in Cambodia, Tri-Border Forest of southern Lao PDR, Camb dia and
Viet Nam, and the Central Annamites in Viet Nam. It is also associated with the GMS FBP - Regional Support
Project (RSP), which will facilitate collaboration and regional knowledge exchange for conservation of trans-
boundary landscapes in the GMS.

Stakeholder engagement

35. The project aims to ensure effective engagement of stakeholders to establish institutional arrangements at
provincial and district levels to lead watershed management programs and host M&E system in partnership with
relevant stakeholders at various levels. And various capacity development and trainings for communiti~s as well
as for national, provincial and district government officials will be provided through consultation meetings and
workshops to promote sustainable land and forest management practices in the targeted area. The table below
describes the major categories of stakeholders identified, and the level of involvement envisaged in th project:

11 No data is available which separates NTFPfrom other forms of household income as required in the LDTracking Tool. The
project will take steps to address this.
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Table 4 1 Project Stakeholder

Project Stakeholder(s) Proposed Rolesand Responsibilities
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry MAFFservesasthe Implementing Partner in this project. It will alsoprovide
and Fisheries (MAFF) strategic decisions for the project, oversee the accomplishment of project

objectives and tasks, lead co-funding requirements, and facilitate the
processof bringing other stakeholders on board.

Projedt Management Unit of HostsProject Management Team (PMT).The PMT is responsible for overall
MAFFI coordination with the various national implementing agencies for the

delivery of project outputs in a timely and effective manner. It facilitates
project-related planning activities such aspreparation of annual work plans

I and be responsible for overall project monitoring and reporting. ToRfor the
PMT is detailed in Annex 4.

Forestry Administration (FA), Provides technical assistance related to reforestation activities, GISand
MAFF spatial planning services,policy insights and related support through other,

related departments. FArepresentative will be invited to sit on the project
board.

Kampong Speu Provincial Provides regulatory, policy and enabling activities to districts, communes
Government and other target communities within their jurisdiction on watershed

management. Collaborate and align with national ministry counterparts.
Servesasmain locus for M&E and relevant information management, with
a view to coordinating knowledge management and scaling up of good
practices. Kampong Speu Provincial Government represents project
beneficiaries on the project board.

Distridt, village, and commune Participates directly in relevant project activities, where appropriate, as
level governments and target beneficiaries, but also frontline facilitation, coordination and
governance committees implementation of technical assistance and capacity building activities.

Sharesknowledge with provincial and national government bodies.
Department of Climate Change DCCsits on the Project Board. As the focal point for climate change in
(DCc)/National Council for Cambodia, it provides and coordinates climate change related activities in
Sustainable Development (NCSD) project implementation. Thus, the role of DCCat the project board level is

key to ensuring that progress of the project is being reported and updated
to the NCSD.

Other national ministries such as Participate in higher level steering groups or technical committees and lend
Ministry of Water Resourcesand technical support, advice and inputs where relevant. This would include
Meteorology (MoWRAM), insights on policy implications for collaborative watershed management in
Ministry of Land Management, Kampong Speu, and facilitate or provide the scope for scaling up of good
Urban Planning and Construction practices.
(MLUMPC), including other
divisions and departments of
MAFF

Ministry of Women's Affairs MOWA is a representative for the beneficiaries on the Project Board.
(MOWA) MOWA's input will be critical given the role and special needs of women in

the sustainable land management.
Selected agribusinesses (including Engagein round table forum on sustainable agribusinesscreated to interact
companies with ELC contracts), with relevant government bodies, including MAFF, on implications of the
water utilities, business support proposed Agricultural LandUseAct, application of ELCand related land use
organizations, chambers of regulations and laws.
commerce etc.
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Project Stakeholder(s) Proposed Rolesand Responsibilities T
Lawenforcement agencies Participate in capacity-building and training activities designed to

strengthen forest protection.
International and local non- Fill technical and knowledge gaps through research, training, capacity
governmental organizations, building and other forms of support and technical assistanceetc. Facilitate
universities, research, scientific and leverage investments in project activities. Some areas include
and technical institutions sustainable forest management, soil and land management, sustainable

livelihood development, water resource management, nutrient
management, corporate social responsibility. Also responsible for social
marketing, community mobilization and policy advocacy where
appropriate.

Local target communities and Primary resource users and traditional management of upland forest
related project partners ecosystems. Will be participants in co-management activities, as well as

beneficiaries of capacity-building and training related to soil conservation,
land use management, water resource management, livelihood support,
law enforcement and other project interventions.

Mainstreaming gender

36. Given that Cambodia is a signatory to the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of All orms of
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), project activities will make efforts to draw on knowledge and
resources in the country to address gender equality concerns". Today, Khmer women have more autonomy
and independence than in previous decades. They are entitled to own assets, manage financial trarisactions,
and contribute to household decision making. Both men and women can inherit property, and the gender
division of labor can be complementary and flexible, in that men and women can perform avariety of p oductive
and household tasks. In practice, though, there are some barriers for women, including traditional norms and
limited levels of education and literacy. Cambodian society is still hierarchical, wherein power and status in
society are very strong. Women are generally considered to have status lower than men, but this is also
dependent on age and other socioeconomic factors, primarily wealth. Women are still viewed as household
managers, while men are seen as providers. Outside the household, women do not have significant influence
over decision-making processes.In agriculture and industry, they have 53%of wages, but only 27%of workers
in servicessectors are women. Microenterprises are a very important source of income for women, particularly
in rural areas, where they own over 60% of enterprises, but have lower than average lncomesP Gender
mainstreaming into the project implementation will follow the UNDP-GEFGender Mainstreaming G ide. The
Gender Action Planwill be developed during the project inception phase and based on the UNDP-GEFGender
Toolkit. The Gender Action Planwill be monitored and updated by project team. Gender related results will be
reported to the project board. More specifically, the main project actions will involve: a) collection of sex-
disaggregated data, and b) conduct of localized, site-specific gender assessmentsto identify gaps and plans for
project interventions. The Project Team will incorporate those relevant to rural development, agriculture and
food security into the M&E system, for example, at the project level:

Human capital indicator:
• Number and percentage of women and men trained in sustainable production technologies, soil and water

conservation, pest and diseasemanagement, rural livelihoods and entrepreneurship etc.
Economicempowerment indicator:

• Changesin productivity by women and men

12 http://cedaw-seasia.org!cambodiacedaw_action .html

13 http://www .adb.org/themes/ gender/ gdcf-case-studies/cambodia-one-step-women-agriculture
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• Number and percentage of poor women and men with increased ownership of productive assets (e.g.,
livestock, equipment for production, storage, processing, and marketing)

South-South and Triangular Cooperation (SSTrC)

37. The project will entail comprehensive analysesof good practices and casestudies in sustainable land, forest and
watershed management from Asia and other developing countries to identify best practices to be applied to
Cambodian context. The project will engage in south-south and triangular cooperation with partners in
neighboring countries (namely Thailand, Vietnam) to learn and share lessonson similar undertaking through
exchange visits, research collaboration, etc.

V. FEASIBIUTY

Cost efficiency and effectiveness:

38. The project budget is informed by previous experience in working closely with MAFF. There are also well-
established relationships and synergies with other development partners and dialogue processes, e.g. the
TWps. The budget is therefore felt to represent a realistic assessmentof costs and will offer value for money
based on benefiting from and utilizing the capacities, processes,systems and mechanisms that have already
been established by RGCand MAFFin the past using the support of UNDPand its co-financing partners.

39. The strategy set out in the document is based on the Theory of Change that includes drawing from good
practices established during the predecessor phaseof UNDP(and co-funders) support to MAFF.Thesepractices
include: (i) the application of the national implementation modality that delegates much of the project's
planning, implementation and financial management to MAFF;(ii) the useof the TWG-FAand its ELCsub-group,
and related consultation/discussion processes.This approach is cost effective while making maximum use of
country systems and established processesto promote sustainable capacity.

40. The capacity assessmentbuilds on previous capacity work to ensure that existing systemsare further developed
and applied so that efficient and effective useof resources is assured into the future. Finally, collaboration with
the UNDP policy project will provide synergies - in the form of effectiveness and efficiency - by building
relatlonships with the partners involved in both of these UNDP-supported initiatives to promote
complementarity in implementation and application.

41. The project will, among others, focus on assisting marginalized, resource-poor communities who depend on
forest and land-based resources in the Upper PrekThnot watershed for their livelihood. Given this continuing
need and limited capacity for watershed management in Cambodia, GEFflnanclng is essential to sustain efforts
to address these key development concerns over the long term. The project strategy is to take a gradual, step-
wise approach to ensure that relevant governance processessupported (particularly public participation and
transparency), highly localized pilot initiatives are established, which will have a demonstration effect and then
be amenable for replication and scaling-up. The project will tackle some sensitive, yet core issues,and feature
constructive engagement between national and sub-national governments, private sector, non-governmental
agencies and local community groups. It will refine and expand a range of tools related to sustainable land and
water management, sustainable forest management, sustainable livelihoods development, and ecosystems
valuation in the context of management of the Prek Thnot watershed. Importantly, it has given credence to
prior lessons learned in this field, and hasbeen designed to maximize the investment to results ratio.

Risk Management:

42. As per standard UNDPrequirements, the Project Coordinator/Advisor will monitor risksquarterly and report on
the tatus of risks to the UNDPCountry Office. The UNDPCountry Office will record progress in the UNDPATLAS
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risk log. Riskswill be reported as critical when the impact and probability are high (i.e. when impact is rated as
5, and when impact is rated as4 and probability is rated at 3 or higher). Management responses to critical risks
will also be reported in the annual PIR.

43. The assumptions include: (i) national government issupportive of sustainable land and water management, and
recognizes role of MAFFand the need to engage at local levels; (ii) provincial government of Kampong Speu is
committed to support watershed management and commits financial and human resources; (iii) there are
sufficiently skilled and capable human resources to carry out activities; (iv) local communities are willing to
participate in government-led initiatives; (v) co-financing partners are able to synchronize activities with
ongoing commitments with parent program; (vi) project beneficiaries, including farming households, are
sufficiently incentivized to experiment with new land management techniques and livelihood activities; and (vii)
agribusinessesand relevant government agencies are willing to engage in dialogue on policy issues related to
land useand management.

44. Given the implementation difficulties encountered during the UNDP-GEFSLMproject, particular attention will
be given to: (a) commitment and leadership from senior government officials; (b) a well-defined and accepted
project inception strategy to guide implementation; (c) recruitment of qualified and experienced broject
management staff with probation conditions for the inception period; and (d) putting in place adequate support
for the implementing and executing partners.

Social and environmental safeguards:

45. The project is classified as Low Risk.The project can have adverse impacts on human rights and limited natural
(illegal) accessto natural resources. However, consultations will be set up to ensure voice of stakeholders are
included in the decision making process of the project. The project management is structured to lensure
grievances from stakeholders regarding their rights will be addressed. In addition, technical support will be
provided to implementing partners to deal with likely social and environmental issues related to the project.
Environmental and social grievanceswill be reported to the GEFin the annual PIR.

Sustainability and Scaling Up:

46. The project will address sustainability as follows:

o Financialsustainability: will be achieved byworking through existing government agenciesand mechanisms
as far as possible such that the outcomes are mainstreamed into the regular operations and budgets of
these agencies (MAFF,provincial and district government). Following the completion of the project, these
institutions and authorities will be empowered and better equipped to exercise their mandates, without
requiring further external resources.

o Institutional sustainability: will be improved through systematic capacity development measures for MAFF,
provincial and district government officials by expanding a range of tools related to sustainable land and
water management, sustainable forest management, sustainable livelihoods development, and ecosystems
valuation building on the PrekThnot watershed model.

o Social sustainability: will be improved through the development of stakeholder participation mechanisms
for the SL/WM, sustainable forest management, livelihood development, etc. at the national, provincial and
commune level. In the targeted sites, the project will mobilize community participation and emphasize
transparency and participatory approaches to any project related decisions.

o Environmental sustainability: will be achieved through a coordinated approach involving a wide range of
government and civil society organizations and communities to address land degradation and deforestation
in the targeted project sites. The project interventions will result in increased vegetation and forest cover
thereby promoting resilience of ecosystemsservices in the micro-watersheds of targeted project areas, by
way of sustained hydrological, nitrogen and carbon cycles. Notably this project provides additionality for a
broader regional ecosystem management framework for sustainable development in the Greater Mekong
Sub-region.
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o Innovation and scaling up: innovative aspectsof this project includes promoting responsible investments in
sustainable landscapes and constructive engagement of local communities by agribusinesses.The project
will facilitate analysis and review of policies related to agricultural land use, followed by creation of a
roundtable on sustainable agribusiness, which will bring together community organizations, agro-forestry
companies, plantation managers, agribusiness suppliers, non-government and government stakeholders,
along with interested bilateral and multilateral funding agencies. The project strategy is to establish
localized pilot initiatives which will have a demonstration effect and then be amenable for replication and
scaling-up. Knowledge and good practices from the pilot initiatives of the project has potential to be
demonstrated and scaled up to the wider PrekThnot watershed and river basin, aswell as the other nine
watersheds in Cambodia. Increased capacity to understand the interconnectivity of ecosystemsand trade-
offs with economic development may serve to galvanize additional commitments and investments in
watershed management.

Economic and/or financial analysis: N/ A
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VI. PROJECT RESULTS FRAMEWORK

This project will contribute to the following Sustainable Development Goal (5):
Goal 13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts.

Goal 15: Protect, restore and promote sustainable sue of terrestrial ecosystem, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity
loss.

This project will contribute to the following country outcome included in the UNDAF/Country Programme Document: By 2018, people living in Cambodia, in particular youth, women and
vulnerable groups, are enabled to actively participate in and benefit equitably from growth and development that is sustainable and does not compromise the well-being or natural or cultural
resources of future generations.

UNDAF/CPD outcome indicator 1.4: Environmental Performance Index of Cambodia.

CPD output indicator (s):

Indicator 1.1.2: Extent to which institutional and legal framework for environmental and climate change protects livelihoods of the poor and vulnerable.
Indicator 1.1.3: Number of community forestry and community-protected areas established and/or strengthened.

This project will be linked to the following output of the UNDP Strategic Plan: Output 1.3 Solutions developed at national and sub-national levels for sustainable management of natural
resources, ecosystem services, chemicals and waste.

SP Indicator 1.3.1: Number of new partnership mechanisms with funding for sustainable management solutions of natural resources, ecosystem services, chemicals and waste at national and/or
sub-national level, disaggregated by partnership type.

Objective and Outcome Indicators Baseline Mid-term Target End of Project Target Assumptions

Project Objective: To restore
and maintain forest cover and
watershed stability functions
while providing for sustainable
livelihoods and ecosystem
services in the Upper Prek Thnot I
Watershed I Number of households (gender dis- I 0 I 200 households I 500 households

aggregated data) in the project target areas
benefitting from diversified livelihoods
between 2017-2019.

Capacity to implement the strategic
objectives of NAP as measured by Capacity
Development Scorecard.

14 30 43

Areas brought under productive land
management in the project target areas.

150 ha

Assumptions
National government is
supportive of sustainable land
and water management, and
recognizes role of MAFF and
the need to engage at local
levels

- Provincial government of
Kampong Speu is committed
to support watershed
management

Risks

- Economic development and
other priorities overshadow
natural resource management
needs
Government departments
unwilling to work together on
cross-sectoral initiatives

1. Component/Outcome 1: On-
farm soil conservation and

Percentage improvement of Net Primary
Production [10% oj baseline [or project target
areas in Aural and Phnum Sruoch)

o 50 ha

10% 10% 15% Assumptions
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agro-forestry practices Number of households with increase of Total 0 200 households 500 households - Local communities are willing
improved Factor Productivity (TFP) for selected to participate in government-

agricultural commodities in the project target led initiatives;
areas of Aural and Phnum Sruoch - Agribusinesses and relevant

Percentage increase in average gross income 0 10% 20%
government agencies are
willing to engage in dialogueper household in forest area in targeted
on policy issues related toproject areas of Aural and Phnum Sruoch
land use and management.districts

Risks
Number of PPP case study developed as None n/a 1 - Shifts in priorities of nationalmodel for applying good practices in

and provincial government,watershed management
with increased emphasis on
economic growth at cost to
sustainable development;

- Agribusinesses, particularly
ELCcompanies, reluctant to I

enter into discussions with
government on contentious
issues.

2. Component/ Outcome 2: Percentage increase in forest and vegetation 0 5% 10% Assumption
Community forest areas cover of Damrey Chak PIuk commune forest Farming households are willing to
restored and sustainably based on land use management plan, assume risk related to adoption of
managed strengthened law enforcement, conservation new technologies and practices

and sustainable use.
Risk

Percentage increase in average gross income 0 10% 20% Farming and village households in
per participating households [as 20% of project target areas (including CF)
baseline in Dam Ray Chak P/uk commune reluctant to give up charcoal
forest] making as supplementary source of

income

3. Component! Outcome 3: Regulatory, legal and administrative None None (formulation 1 Assumption
Watershed management and mechanisms for a multi-stakeholder process) There are sufficiently skilled and
monitoring capacity improved provincial body to manage Prek Thnot capable human resources to carry

watershed in Kampong Speu in place and out activities
functional.

RiskNumber of measurement parameters for 0 5 10
Institutional arrangementssustainable development of soil, water, land
unwieldy and renderand forests, defined and included in a
implementation slow and unevenfunctional monitoring and evaluation system

at the provincial level in Kampong Speu.
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VII. MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E) PlAN

47. The project results as outlined in the project results framework will be monitored annually and evaluated
periodically during project implementation to ensure the project effectively achieves these results.

48. Project-level monitoring and evaluation will be undertaken in compliance with UNDPrequirements asoutlined
in the UNDPPOPPand UNDPEvaluation Policy.While these UNDPrequirements are not outlined in this project
document, the UNDPCountry Office will work with the relevant project stakeholders to ensure UNDPM&E
requirements are met in a timely fashion and to high quality standards. Additional mandatory GEF-specifiaM&E
requirements (asoutlined below) will be undertaken in accordancewith the GEFM&E policy and other relevant
GEFpolicies.

49. In addition to these mandatory UNDPand GEFM&E requirements, other M&E activities deemed necessary to
support project-level adaptive management will be agreed during the Project Inception Workshop and will be
detailed in the Inception Report. Thiswill include the exact role of project target groups and other stakeholders
in project M&E activities including the GEFOperational FocalPoint and national/regional institutes assigned to
undertake project monitoring. The GEFOperational FocalPoint will strive to ensure consistency in the approach
taken to the GEF-specificM&E requirements (notably the GEFTracking Tools) across all GEF-financedprojects
in the country. This could be achieved for example by using one national institute to complete the GEFTracking
Tools for all GEF-financedprojects in the country, including projects supported by other GEFAgencies.

M&E Oversight and monitoring responsibilities:
50. Project Coordinator/Advisor: Will be responsible for day-to-day project management and regular monitoring

of project results and risks, including social and environmental risks. Project Coordinator/Advisor will Jnsure
that all project staff maintain a high level of transparency, responsibility and accountability in M&E and reporting
of project results. S/he will inform the Project Board, the UNDPCountry Office and the UNDP-GEFRTAof any
delays or difficulties as they arise during implementation so that appropriate support and corrective measures
can be adopted. S/he will develop annual work plans based on the multi-year work plan included in Annex A,
including annual output targets to support the efficient implementation of the project. The Project
Coordinator/Advisor will ensure that the standard UNDPand GEFM&E requirements are fulfilled to the highest
quality. This includes, but is not limited to, ensuring the results framework indicators are monitored ann ally in
time for evidence-based reporting in the GEF PIR, and that the monitoring of risks and the v1arious
plans/strategies developed to support project implementation (e.g.gender strategy, KM strategy etc..) occur on
a regular basis.

51. Project Board: The Project Boardwill take corrective action asneeded to ensure the project achieves the desired
results. The Project Board will hold project reviews to assessthe performance of the project and appraise the
Annual Work Planfor the following year. In the project's final year, the Project Board will hold an end-of-project
review to capture lessons learned and discussopportunities for scaling up and to highlight project results and
lessons learned with relevant audiences. This final review meeting will also discussthe findings outlined, in the
project terminal evaluation report and the management response.

52. Project Implementing Partner: The Implementing Partner is responsible for providing required inforrnatien and
data necessaryfor timely, comprehensive and evidence-based project reporting, including results and financial
data, as necessary and appropriate. The Implementing Partner will strive to ensure project-level M&E is
undertaken by national institutes, and is aligned with national systems so that the data used and generated by
the project supports national systems.

53. UNDPCountry Office: The UNDP Country Office will support the Project Coordinator/Advisor as needed,
including through annual supervision missions.The annual supervision missions will take place according'to the
schedule outlined in the annual work plan. Supervision mission reports will be circulated to the project team
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and Project Board within one month of the mission. The UNDP Country Office will initiate and organize key GEF
M&E activities including the annual GEF PIR, the independent mid-term review and the independent terminal
evaluation. The UNDP Country Office will also ensure that the standard UNDP and GEF M&E requirements are
fJlfilled to the highest quality.

54. The UNDP Country Office is responsible for complying with all UNDP project-level M&E requirements as outlined
in the UNDP POPP. This includes ensuring the UNDP Quality Assurance Assessment during implementation is
undertaken annually; that annual targets at the output level are developed, and monitored and reported using
UNDP corporate systems; the regular updating of the ATLAS risk log; and, the updating of the UNDP gender
marker on an annual basis based on gender mainstreaming progress reported in the GEF PIR and the UNDP
ROAR. Any quality concerns flagged during these M&E activities (e.g. annual GEFPIRquality assessment ratings)
must be addressed by the UNDP Country Office and the Project Manager.

55. The UNDP Country Office will retain all M&E records for this project for up to seven years after project financial
closure in order to support ex-post evaluations undertaken by the UNDP Independent Evaluation Office (IEO)
and/or the GEF Independent Evaluation Office (IEO).

56. UNDP-GEF Unit: Additional M&E and implementation quality assurance and troubleshooting support will be
p -ovided by the UNDP-GEF Regional Technical Advisor and the UNDP-GEF Directorate as needed.

57. Audit: The project will be audited according to UNDP Financial Regulations and Rules and applicable audit
p61icies on NIM implemented projects."

Additional GEF monitoring and reporting requirements:
58. Inception Workshop and Report: A project inception workshop will be held within two months after the project

document has been signed by all relevant parties to, amongst others:

a) Re-orient project stakeholders to the project strategy and discuss any changes in the overall context that influence
project implementation;
b) Discuss the roles and responsibilities of the project team, including reporting and communication lines and conflict
resolution mechanisms;
c) Review the results framework and finalize the indicators, means of verification and monitoring plan;
d) Discuss reporting, monitoring and evaluation roles and responsibilities and finalize the M&E budget; identify
national/regional institutes to be involved in project-level M&E; discuss the role of the GEFOFP in M&E;
e) Update and review responsibilities for monitoring the various project plans and strategies, including the risk log;
Environmental and Social Management Plan and other safeguard requirements; the gender strategy; the knowledge
management strategy, and other relevant strategies;
f) Review financial reporting procedures and mandatory requirements, and agree on the arrangements for the
annua audit; and
g) Plan and schedule Project Board meetings and finalize the first year annual work plan.

59. The Project Coordinator/Advisor will prepare the inception report no later than one month after the inception
workshop. The inception report will be cleared by the UNDP Country Office and the UNDP-GEF Regional
Technical Advisor, and will be approved by the Project Board.

60. GEF Project Implementation Report (PIR): The Project Advisor, the UNDP Country Office, and the UNDP-GEF
Regional Technical Advisor will provide objective input to the annual GEFPIR covering the reporting period July
(previous year) to June (current year) for each year of project implementation. The Project Coordinator/Advisor

14 Seeguidance here: https:ljinfo.undp.org!global!popp!frm!pages!financial-management-and-execution-modalities.aspx
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will ensure that the indicators included in the project results framework are monitored annually in advance of
the PIR submission deadline so that progress can be reported in the PIR. Any environmental and social risks and
related management plans will be monitored regularly, and progress will be reported in the PIR.

61. The PIR submitted to the GEF will be shared with the Project Board. The UNDP Country Office will coordinate
the input of the GEFOperational Focal Point and other stakeholders to the PIRas appropriate. The quality rating
of the previous year's PIRwill be used to inform the preparation of the subsequent PIR.

62. Lessons learned and knowledge generation: Results from the project will be disseminated within a d beyond
the project intervention area through existing information sharing networks and forums. The p~oject will
identify and participate, as relevant and appropriate, in scientific, policy-based and/or any other networks,
which may be of benefit to the project. The project will identify, analyse and share lessons learned that might
be beneficial to the design and implementation of similar projects and disseminate these lessons widely. There
will be continuous information exchange between this project and other projects of similar focus in the same
country, region and globally.

63. GEF Focal Area Tracking Tools: The following GEFTracking Tool(s) will be used to monitor global environmental
benefit results:

The baseline/CEO Endorsement GEFFocal Area Tracking Tool(s) - submitted in Annex 3 to this project document
- will be updated by the Project Team and shared with the mid-term review consultants and terminal evaluation
consultants before the required review/evaluation missions take place. The updated GEF Tracking Tool(s) will
be submitted to the GEFalong with the completed Mid-term Review report and Terminal Evaluation report.

Independent Mid-term Review (MTR): An independent mid-term review process will begin after the slcond PIR
has been submitted to the GEF, and the MTR report will be submitted to the GEF in the same year as t Ie 3rd PIR.
The MTR findings and responses outlined in the management response will be incorporated as
recommendations for enhanced implementation during the final half of the project's duration. The terms of
reference, the review process and the MTR report will follow the standard templates and guidance prepared by
the UNDP IEO for GEF-financed projects available on the UNDP Evaluation Resource Center (ERC). As1noted in
this guidance, the evaluation will be 'independent, impartial and rigorous'. The consultants that will be hired to
undertake the assignment will be independent from organizations that were involved in designing, executing or
advislng on the project to be evaluated. The GEFOperational Focal Point and other stakeholders will be involved
and consulted during the terminal evaluation process. Additional quality assurance support is available from the
UNDP-GEF Directorate. The final MTR report will be available in English and will be cleared by the UNDP Country
Office and the UNDP-GEF Regional Technical Advisor, and approved by the Project Board.

64.

65.

66. Terminal Evaluation (TE): An independent terminal evaluation (TE) will take place upon completion of all major
project outputs and activities. The terminal evaluation process will begin three months before operational
closure of the project allowing the evaluation mission to proceed while the project team is still in place, yet
ensuring the project is close enough to completion for the evaluation team to reach conclusions on key aspects
such as project sustainability. The Project Coordinator/Advisor will remain on contract until the TE report and
management response have been finalized. The terms of reference, the evaluation process and the final TE
report will follow the standard templates and guidance prepared by the UNDP IEO for GEF-financed projects
available on the UNDP Evaluation Resource Center. As noted in this guidance, the evaluation

l
will be

'independent, impartial and rigorous'. The consultants that will be hired to undertake the assign me t will be
independent from organizations that were involved in designing, executing or advising on the project to be
evaluated. The GEF Operational Focal Point and other stakeholders will be involved and consulted during the
terminal evaluation process. Additional quality assurance support is available from the UNDP-GEF Directorate.
The final TE report will be cleared by the UNDP Country Office and the UNDP-GEF Regional Technical Advisor,
and will be approved by the Project Board. The TE report will be publicly available in English on the UNDP ERe.
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67. ThEfUNDP Country Office will include the planned project terminal evaluation in the UNDPCountry Office
ev luation plan, and will upload the final terminal evaluation report in English and the corresponding
ma agement response to the UNDP Evaluation ResourceCentre (ERC).Once uploaded to the ERC,the UNDP
lED will undertake a quality assessment and validate the findings and ratings in the TE report, and rate the
quality of the TE report. The UNDP lED assessment report will be sent to the GEFlED along with the project
terminal evaluation report.

68. Final Report: The project's terminal PIR along with the terminal evaluation (TE) report and corresponding
management response will serve as the final project report package.The final project report packageshall be
discussed with the Project Board during an end-of-project review meeting to discuss lesson learned and
opportunities for scaling up.

69. The detail M&E and associated costing is laid out in Annex 2.

VIII. GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS

70. The project will be implemented following UNDP'sNational Implementation Modality (NIM), according to the
Standard BasicAssistanceAgreement between UNDPand the RoyalGovernment of Cambodia, and the Country
Programme. NIM is an arrangement whereby the government, in principle, assumes full ownership and
responsibility for the formulation and effective management, or execution, of all aspects of UNDP-assisted
projects and programmes. It implies that all management aspects of the project are the responsibility of the
national authority. However, the national authority remains accountable to UNDPfor production of the outputs,
achievement of objectives, useof resources provided by UNDP,and financial reporting. UNDPCambodia in turn
remains accountable for the use of resources to the UNDPExecutiveBoard and the project donors. The project
will be implemented over a period of three years beginning in the secondquarter of 2017, and will be completed
in the second quarter of 2020.

71. The Implementing Partner for this project is MAFF.The Implementing Partner is responsible and accountable
for managing this project, including the monitoring and evaluation of project interventions, achieving project
outcomes, and for the effective use of GEF/UNDP resources. The implementing partner may enter into
agreements with other organizations or entities, namely ResponsibleParties, to assist in successfullydelivering
project outputs. The Implementing Partner will assign a representative and provide its staff and network of
experts assupport to the Project Management (aspart of government co-financing). Project Management Unit
of MAFFwill be the focal point for ensuring day to day operations, technical oversight and direction for project
staff, consultants and other personnel, work plan development and implementation, coordination of
stakeholders and project partners, liaison between MAFF,other central ministries, provincial government, other
donors and ADB, lead in financial management, budgeting, reporting, monitoring and communications.
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72. The project organisation structure is as follows:

( Project Organisation Structure

Project Board

Senior Beneficiary:
NCSD,FA,GDA,MoWA,
Kampong Speu Provincial

Administration

Executive:
MAFF

National Project Director

Senior Supplier:
UNDP

I

I

Project Assurance
• UNDPCountry Office
• UNDPRegionalTechnical

Advisor

Project Management Unit

National Project Manager

I
Component 2

Project implementation Unit
2

Component 1
Project Implementation

Unit 1

Project Support Team
• Project Advisor

t-- • Project Assistant
• Technical Experts

The Project Board (also called Project Steering Committee) is responsible for making by consensus,
management decisions when guidance is required by the Project Manager, including reccmrnendatlon for
UNDP/lmplementing Partner approval of project plans and revisions. In order to ensure UNDP's ultimate
accountability, Project Board decisions should be made in accordance with standards that shall ensure
management for development results, best value money, fairness, integrity, transparency and effective
international competition. In case a consensus cannot be reached within the Board, final decision shall rest with
the UNDP Country Director. The terms of reference for the Project Board are contained in Annex. The Project
Board is comprised of the following individuals:

73.

Executive (National Project Director): An appointed senior official of MAFF. The National Project Director will
chair the Project Board and will be responsible for operation supervision and direction of the project Imajor
decisions including approval of work plans, reports, large procurement and financial transactions and
recruitment of senior staff and advisors.

Component 3
Project Implementation

Unit 3

Senior Beneficiary: An Individual or group of individuals representing the interests of those who will ultimately
benefit from the project. The Senior Beneficiary's primary function within the Board is to ensure the realization
of project results from the perspective of project beneficiaries. DCC/MoE, FA/MAFF, GDA/MAFF, MoWA, and
Kampong Speu Provincial Administration represent the Government of Cambodia and act as the Senior
Beneficiary of the Project.
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Senior Supplier: Individual or group representing the interests of the parties concerned, which provide funding
for specific cost sharing projects and/or technical expertise to the project. TheSeniorSupplier's primary function
within the Board is to provide guidance regarding the technical feasibility of the project. UNDP-Cambodia,which
provides support to the project on behalf of the GEFtakes the role of the Senior Supplier. UNDPis the GEF
Implementing Agency for this project, with the UNDPCountry Office responsible for transparent practices,
appropriate conduct and professional auditing.

The National Project Manager will run the project on a day-to-day basison behalf of the Implementing Partner
within the constraints laid down by the Board. The Project Manager function will end when the final project
terminal evaluation report, and other documentation required by the GEFand UNDP,has been completed and
submitted to UNDP(including operational closure of the project).

Project Assurance will be performed by the UNDPCountry Office (CO)specifically. Additional quality assurance
will be provided by the UNDPRegional Technical Advisor as needed. The UNDPwill also include initiation and
organization of key GEFM&E activities including the annual GEFPIR,the independent mid-term review and the
independent terminal evaluation. The UNDPCountry Office will also ensure that the standard UNDPand GEF
I\I1&Erequirements are fulfilled to the highest quality.

Project Support Team will be responsible to provide administration, management and technical support to the
Project Manager as required by the needs of the project. The team be made up of the following positions:

o Project Advisor: The Project Advisor's main responsibility is to ensure that the project produces the
results specified in the project document, to the required standard of quality and within the specified
time and cost. The Project Coordinator/Advisor will ensure that the standard UNDPand GEFM&E
requirements are fulfilled to the highest quality. This includes, but is not limited to, ensuring the results
framework indicators are monitored annually on time for evidence-based reporting in the GEFPIR,and
that the monitoring of risks and the various plans/strategies developed to support project
implementation (e.g.gender strategy, KMstrategy etc..) occur on a regular basis. S/hewill ensuregood
working relationship with all project stakeholders including DCC/NCSD,MAFF/GDA,MoWA, Kampong
Speu Province. The Project Coordinator/Advisor will supervise and monitor performance of the
national and international staff recruited by the project. The Project Coordinator/Advisor will be hired
through a formal recruitment process, in accordance to UNDPrules and procedure.

o Project Assistant: will provide project financial management, administration, management and
technical support to the Project Coordinator/Advisor as required by the needs of the project. Project
Assistant will be hired through a formal recruitment process, in accordance to UNDP rules and
procedure.

o Technical Experts: will comprise of national and international consultants to provide technical support
to the implementation of the project and project support team.

UNDPSupport Services as requested by Government:

74. UNDP Support Services (DPS)as requested by Government: The UNDP, as GEFAgency for this project, will
provide project management cycle services for the project as defined by the GEFCouncil. In addition the
Government of Cambodia may request UNDPsuport services for specific project activities, according to its
policies and convenience. The UNDPand Government of Cambodia acknowledge and agree that those services
are not mandatory, and will be provided only upon Government's request. If requested, the services would
follow the UNDPpolicies on the recovery of direct costs. These services (and their costs) are specified in the
Letter of Agreement (Annex 8). As is determined by the GEFCouncil requirements, these service costs will be
assignedasProject Management Cost,duly identified in the project budget asDirect Project Costs.EligibleDirect
Project Costsshould not be charged as a flat percentage. They should be calculated on the basisof estimated
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actual or transaction based costs and should be charged to the direct project costs account codes: "64397-
Servicesto projects - COstaff' and "74596 - Servicesto projects - GOEfor CO".

75. The support services and conditions are described in the letter of Agreement between UNDP a d the
Government on the Provision of Support Servicesin Annex 8. Servicesprovided by the UNDPCountry Office will
be subject to audit by UNDP'sexternal (the United Nations Board of Auditors) and/or internal auditors (UlNDP's
Office of Audit and Investigation).

76. Agreement on intellectual property rights and use of logo on the project's deliverables and disclosure of
information: In order to accord proper acknowledgement to the GEFfor providing grant funding, the GEFlogo
will appear together with the UNDPlogo on all promotional materials, other written materials like publications
developed by the project, and project hardware. Any citation on publications regarding projects funded, by the
GEFwill also accord proper acknowledgement to the GEF.Information will be disclosed in accordance with
relevant policies notably the UNDPDisclosurePOlicy15and the GEFpolicy on public Involvement".

IX. FINANOAL PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

77. The total cost of the project is USD1,250,917.This is financed through a GEFgrant of USD1,100,917 and
USD150,000 in cash co-financing to be administered by UNDP. UNDP, as the GEF Implementing AgJncy, is
responsible for the execution of the GEFresourcesand the cashco-financing transferred to UNDPbank account
only.

78. Parallel co-financing: The actual co-financing indicated in the CEOERis no more relevant asADB (US!) 4.550
million) and the Global Mechanism (US$150,000) has transferred the project to UNDPasthe new IA. However,
the realization of project co-financing that will come through during implementation will be monitored during
the mid-term review and terminal evaluation process and will be reported to the GEF.The planned parallel co-
financing asof now are as below:

Co-financing Co- Co- Planned Risks RiskMitigation
source financing financing Activities/Outputs Measures 1

type amount
Royal In-kind 240,000 - Project Shift in priorities of Commitment ef the
Cambodian management the government government to
Government - Domestic travel during the project support the p~oject

- Trainings and transition from ADB is reconfirme~
conferences to UNDP before the project

- Knowledge is transferred to
management UNDP

- Surveys
UNDP Cash 150,000 - Carrying out Accessibility to Consultants/experts

assessmenton competent will be identified
ecosystem valuation consultants/experts through UNDP's
and Payment for to carry out the regional and global
EcosystemServices assessment roster netwoT
Models

- Project
1management

15 Seehttp://www .undp.org/ content/undp/ en/home/ operations/tra nsparency/information _disclosurepolicy /

16 Seehttps://www.thegef.org/gef/policies-iluidelines
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79. Budget Revision and Tolerance: As per UNDP requirements outlined in the UNDP POPP, the project board will
agree on a budget tolerance level for each plan under the overall annual work plan allowing the project manager
to expend up to the tolerance level beyond the approved project budget amount for the year without requiring
a nevision from the Project Board. Should the following deviations occur, the Project Manager and UNDP Country
Office will seek the approval of the UNDP-GEF team as these are considered major amendments by the GEF:
a) Budget re-allocations among components in the project with amounts involving 10% of the total project grant
or more;

b) Introduction of new budget items/or components that exceed 5% of original GEFallocation.

80. Any over expenditure incurred beyond the available GEFgrant amount will be absorbed by non-GEF resources
(e.g. UNDP TRAC or cash co-financing).

81. Refund to Donor: Should a refund of unspent funds to the GEF be necessary, this will be managed directly by
the UNDP-GEF Unit in New York.

82. Project Closure: Project closure will be conducted as per UNDP requirements outlined in the UNDP POPP.On an
exceptional basis only, a no-cost extension beyond the initial duration of the project will be sought from in-
country UNDP colleagues and then the UNDP-GEF Executive Coordinator.

83. Operational completion: The project will be operationally completed when the last UNDP-financed inputs have
been provided and the related activities have been completed. This includes the final clearance of the Terminal
Evaluation Report (that will be available in English) and the corresponding management response, and the end-
of-project review Project Board meeting. The Implementing Partner through a Project Board decision will notify
the UNDP Country Office when operational closure has been completed. At this time, the relevant parties will
ha e already agreed and confirmed in writing on the arrangements for the disposal of any equipment that is
still the property of UNDP.

84. Financial completion: The project will be financially closed when the following conditions have been met:

a) The project is operationally completed or has been cancelled;
b) The Implementing Partner has reported all financial transactions to UNDP;
c) UNDP has closed the accounts for the project;

d) UNDP and the Implementing Partner has certified a final Combined Delivery Report (which serves as final budget
revision).

85. The project will be financially completed within 12 months of operational closure or after the date of
cancellation. Between operational and financial closure, the implementing partner will identify and settle all
financial obligations and prepare a final expenditure report. The UNDP Country Office will send the final signed
closure documents including confirmation of final cumulative expenditure and unspent balance to the UNDP-
GEIi Unit for confirmation before the project will be financially closed in Atlas by the UNDP Country Office.
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X. TOTAL BUDGET AND WORK PLAN

Total Budget and Work Plan
Atlas Proposal or Award 10: 00090509 I Atlas Primary Output Project 10: I 00096237
Atlas Proposal or Award Title:

Collaborative Management for Watershed and Ecosystem Service Protection and Rehabilitation in the Cardamom Mountains,
Upper Prek Thnot River Basin (CoWES)

Atlas Business Unit KHM10

Atlas Primary Output Project Title
Collaborative Management for Watershed and Ecosystem Service Protection and Rehabilitation in the Cardamom Mountains,
Upper Prek Thnot River Basin (CoWES)

UNOP-GEF PIMS No. 5944
Implementing Partner Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry andFisheries (MAFF)

GEF
Responsible Amounts in US Dollars

OUCOME/ ATLAS
Party/

Fund 10
Donor Account

Atlas Budget Description Budget Notes
Implementing Name Code

ACTIVITY
Agency Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Total

Output 1.1

MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 10,000 7,600 17,600 1A

MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 10,000 10,000 20,000 2A

MAFF 62000 GEF 71600 Travel 10,000 10,000 5,000 25,000 6A

MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 6,000 6,000 18

MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 5,000 6,900 11,900 28

Sub-TotoIOutputl.l 80,500

Output 1.2

Outcome1: MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 5,000 10,000 15,000 1C
Improved on -farm

soil and water MAFF 62000 GEF 72100 Contractual Services company 10,000 20,000 30,000 4A

management MAFF 62000 GEF 72600 Grant 10,000 30,000 15,000 55,000 SA
practices in upper

MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 5,000 12,600 5,000 22,600 28upper watershed
areas MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Loca I consulta nts 10,000 10,000 14,000 34,000 2C

Sub-TotoIOutputl.2 156,600

Output 1.3

MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 5,000 10,000 5,000 20,000 1D

MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 5,000 12,600 5,000 22,600 28

MAEF _62.000 _ _ GEE- 71300_ .Local consultants __ -- 10,00.0_ 15,000 .-15,0.00 40,000 _2D

MAFF 62000 GEF 74200 Printing & publication 3,000 8,000 5,000 16,000 7A

MAFF 62000 GEF 72500 Supplies 2,000 2,000 1,000 5,000 11A

MAFF 62000 GEF 74500 Miscellaneous 1,000 2,000 2,000 5,000 13A
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Sub-Total Output 1.3 108,600
Total Outcome 1- GEF Fund 97,000 169,100 79,600 345,700

Output 2.1

-- ------- ---MAFF 62000 - -GEF- 75-'700 Trainings;workshop-&-confe-rellce- 10,000 10,08"3 20,083 10
UNDP 04000 UNDP 71300 Local consultants 13,000 13,000 2E
MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 9,000 9,000 1E
MAFF 62000 GEF 71600 Travel 20,000 10,000 5,000 35,000 6A
MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 3,000 2,000 5,000 1F

Sub-Total Output 2.1 82,083
Output 2.2

MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 15,000 5,000 20,000 1GOutcome 2:
Community forest MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 5000 10000 5000 20,000 2F
areas restored and MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 5,000 5,000 10,000 2Asustainably

MAFF 62000 GEF 72300 Material & goods 10,000 20,000 7,000 37,000 48managed
MAFF 62000 GEF 71600 Travel 10,000 10,000 5,000 25,000 68
MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 5,000 2,500 2,500 10,000 1H
MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 10,000 16,000 12,500 38,500 2G
MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 30,000 40,000 40,000 110,000 2H
MAFF 62000 GEF 74500 Miscellaneous 1,000 2,000 2,000 5,000 13A

Sub-Total Output 2.2 275,500
Total Outcome 2 - GEF Fund 91,000 152,500 101,083 344,583

Total Outcome 2 - UNDP Fund 13,000 0 0 13,000

Total Outcome 2 104,000 152,500 101,083 357,583

Output 3.1
MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 21,200 21,200 21

UNDP 04000 UNDP 71200 International consultant (eco
30,000 30,000 3AOutcome 3:

valuation)
Watershed

MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants (com) 20,000 15,600 35,600 2Jmanagement and
Local consultants (Projectmonitoring UNDP 04000 UNDP 71300
Assistant) 12,000 21,000 21,000 54,000 2Kcapacity improved

Sub-Total Output 3.1 140,800
Output 3.2

MAFF 62000 GEF 75700 Trainings, workshop & conference 10,000 10,000 20,000 11
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MAFF 62000 GEF 71200 International consultant 30,000 30,000 3B

MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants 14,434 14,434 2L

MAFF 62000 GEF 71600 Travel 10,000 5,700 5,000 20,700 6C

MAFF 62000 GEF 71300 Local consultants (M&E) 12,600 20,000 20,000 52,600 2M

MAFF 62000 GEF 71200
International consultant (Mid

25,000 25,000 3C
Term Eval)

MAFF 62000 GEF 71200
Internatinoal consultant (Final

30,000 30,000 3D
Eval)

MAFF 62000 GEF 71200 International consultant 30,000 30,000 3E

MAFF 62000 GEF 71200 International consultant 30,000 30,000 60,000 3F

MAFF 62000 GEF 74200 Printing & publication 5,000 5,000 10,000 7A

MAFF 62000 GEF 72500 Supplies 2,000 2,000 1,000 5,000 llA

MAFF 62000 GEF 74500 Miscellaneous 1,000 2,000 1,100 4,100 13A

Sub-Total Output 3.2 301,834

Total Outcome 3 - GEF Fund 95,600 130,334 132,700 358,634

Total Outcome 3 - UNDP Fund 12,000 51,000 21,000 84,000

Total Outcome 3 107,600 181,334 153,700 442,634

UNDP 04000 UNDP 64397 Services to projects-CO Staff 10,000 9,000 9,000 28,000 14A

UNDP 04000 UNOP 64397 Services to projects-CO Staff 9,000 7,000 9,000 25,000 14A

UNDP 62000 GEF 74100 Professional Services 4,000 4,000 4,000 12,000 4C

MAFF 62000 GEF 71600 Travel 2,000 1,000 2,000 5,000 60

Project MAFF 62000 GEF 72800 IT equipment 15,000 15,000 9A

Management Costs MAFF 62000 GEF 73400 Rental & Maint. of equipment 2,000 3,000 3,000 8,000 lOA

UNDP 62000 GEF 74596 UNDP cost recovery 4,000 4,000 4,000 12,000 12A

Total PMC - GEF Fund 27,000 12,000 13,000 52,000

Total PMC - UNDP Fund 19,000 16,000 18,000 53,000

Total PMC 46,000 28,000 31,000 105,000

Total GEF 310,600 463,934 326,383 1,100,917

Total UNDP 44,000 67,000 39,000 150,000

Grand Total 354,600 530,934 365,383 1,250,917
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Budget Note:

1 Trainings/workshops/meetings
2 National consultants
3 International consultants .- .....

4 Contractual companies
S Grant
6 Travel/OSA
7 Printing/publications
9 IT equipment

lOA Rental & Maint. of equipment
llA Supplies
12A UNOP cost recovery
13A Mic
14 OPC

Note Descriptions
lA Training and demonstration workshops on soil conservation and water management techniques

2A National consultants to conduct biophysical resource assessment (Agro-Ecosystem Analysis) in selected
areas of the two districts

6A Travel

18 Stakeholder consultations to establish community-led micro-watershed management groups
28 National Agricultural/livelihoods Specialist/Agroforestry Specialist (8 months)

lC Technical assistance and capacity-building provided on integrated farming systems, model farm / home
gardening, biodigester and composting, NTFPcollection, others

4A Planting materials and preparation of land

SA 8iogas systems, small irrigation systems and other on-farm capital investments. The process follows UNOP
Grant modality

28 National Agricultural/livelihoods Specialist/Agroforestry Specialist (8 months)
2C National Extension Specialist (12 months)

10 Technical assistance and capacity-building provided on integrated farming systems, model farm / home
gardening, biodigester and composting, NTFPcollection, others

28 National Agricultural/livelihoods Specialist/Agroforestry Specialist (8 months)
20 National consultant (Admin and Finance)

7A Printing/publication

llA Supplies
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13A Miscellaneous

1D
Joint training / capacity building on SLM/WM and sustainable livelihoods for village households within the
ELC

2E National consultants to carry out ethnography study

1E Meeting to develop framework on good practices in SLM/WM

6A Travel and DSA

1F
Convene round table meetings on SL/WM with MAFF-ELC, Provincial government, NGOs, farmer groups and
selected private sector companies with ELCcontracts

1G Capacity building on forest protection including incentive-based conservation agreements and law
enforcement

2F National consultants to provide technical assistance on forest rehabilitation and restoration

2A
National consultants to conduct biophysical resource assessment (Agro-Ecosystem Analysis) in selected
areas of the two districts

48 Materials for reforestation - seedlings, fertilizer, ect.

68 Labour for reforestation - community labour

1H Engage in stakeholder consultations with commune forest members, MAFF-FA, farmer water user groups
etc

2G National Forestry and Watershed Specialist (24 months)

2H National Project Coordinator(SB5)

13A Mic

21 National Environmental Specialist

3A International Ecosystems Valuation Specialist

2J National Communication specialist (24 months)

2K Project Assistant

11 Capacity building on participatory M&E at provincial and local level

International Expert to establish technical parameters for development of integrated information
38 management system related to identified catchment areas within Prek Thnot watershed (with view to

scaling up)

2L National GIS Expert to conduct GISmapping and remote sensing studies (using LandSAT 8)

6C Travel and DSA

2M National Consultant on M&E (30 months)

3C International consultant for Mid Term Evaluation

3D International consultant for FinaLEvaluation

3E International consultant for project inception

3F International consultant for Impact Assessment
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7A Printing, translation & publication

llA Supplies

13A Mic

-14A Direct-Project cost (cost sharing-salaries of Analyst and-Associate) -~-~~-----
l4A Direct Project Cost (cost sharing for management support)

4C Audit and HACT

6D Travel related to activities in the components

9A IT equipment (laptops and printer)

lOA Rental & Maint. of equipment

l2A UNDP cost recovery. Project services for recruitment and contract management of project staff,
national/international consultants and for procurement of goods and services

(}
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XI. LEGAL CONTEXT AND RISK MANAGEMENT

LegalContext

86. This document together with the CPAPsigned by the Government and UNDPwhich is incorporated by reference
constitute together a Project Document as referred to in the SBAAsigned on 19th December 1994 and all CPAP
provisions apply to this document. All references in the SBAAto "Executing Agency" shall be deemed to refer
to "Implementing Partner."

87. This project will be implemented by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries("Implementing artner")
in accordance with its financial regulations, rules, practices and procedures only to the extent that the do not
contravene the principles of the FinancialRegulations and Rulesof UNDP.Where the financial governance of an
Implementing Partner does not provide the required guidance to ensure best value for money, fairness,
integrity, transparency, and effective international competition, the financial governance of UNDPshall apply.

RiskManagement

88. Consistent with the Article III of the Standard BasicAssistanceAgreement, the responsibility for the safety and
security of the implementing partner and its personnel and property, and of UNDP's property in the
implementing partner's custody, rests with the implementing partner.

89. The implementing partner shall:

• Put in place an appropriate security plan and maintain the security plan, taking into account the security
situation in the country where the project is being carried;

• Assumeall risks and liabilities related to the implementing partner's security, and the full implementation
ofthe security plan. I

UNDPreservesthe right to verify whether such a plan is in place, and to suggestmodifications to the plan when
necessaryand with approval from the Project Board. Failure to maintain and implement an appropriatelsecurity
plan as required hereunder shall be deemed a breach of this agreement.
The implementing partner agrees to undertake all reasonable efforts to ensure that none of the UNDPfunds
received pursuant to the Project Document are used to provide support to individuals or entities associated
with terrorism and that the recipients of any amounts provided by UNDPhereunder do not appear on the list
maintained by the Security Council Committee established pursuant to resolution 1267 (1999). The list can be
accessedvia http://www.un.org/Docs/sc/committees/1267/1267ListEng.htm.This provision must be included
in all sub-contracts or sub-agreements entered into under this Project Document. I
Consistent with UNDP's Programme and Operations Policies and Procedures, social and environmental
sustainability will be enhanced through application of the UNDP Social and Environmental Standards
(http://www.undp.org/ses) and related Accountability Mechanism (http://www.undp.org/secu-srm). I
The Implementing Partner shall: (a) conduct project and programme-related activities in a manner c9nsistent
with the UNDP Social and Environmental Standards, (b) implement any management or mitigation plan
prepared for the project or programme to comply with such standards, and (c) engage in a constructive and
timely manner to address any concerns and complaints raised through the Accountability Mechanism. UNDP
will seek to ensure that communities and other project stakeholders are informed of and have acce s to the
Accountability Mechanism. I
All Signatories to the Project Document shall cooperate in good faith with any exercise to evaluate any
programme or project-related commitments or compliance with the UNDPSocialand Environmental Standards.
This includes providing accessto project sites, relevant personnel, information, and documentation.

The Implementing Partner will take appropriate steps to prevent misuse of funds, fraud or corruption, by its
officials, consultants, responsible parties, subcontractors and sub-recipients in implementing the project or
using UNDPfunds. The Implementing Partner will ensure that its financial management, anti-corrup ion and
anti-fraud policies are in place and enforced for all funding received from or through UNDP.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

95.
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96. The requirements of the following documents, then in force at the time of signature of the Project Document,
apply to the Implementing Partner: (a) UNDPPolicy on Fraud and other Corrupt Practicesand (b) UNDPOffice
of Audit and Investigations Investigation Guidelines. The Implementing Partner agrees to the requirements of
the above documents, which are an integral part of this Project Document and are available online at
www.undp.org.

97. In the event that an investigation is required, UNDPhasthe obligation to conduct investigations relating to any
aspect of UNDPprojects and programmes. The Implementing Partner shall provide its full cooperation, including
ma ing available personnel, relevant documentation, and granting accessto the Implementing Partner's (and
its consultants', responsible parties', subcontractors' and sub-recipients') premises, for such purposes at
reasonable times and on reasonable conditions asmay be required for the purpose of an investigation. Should
there be a limitation in meeting this obligation, UNDPshall consult with the Implementing Partner to find a
solution.

98. The signatories to this Project Document will promptly inform one another in case of any incidence of
inappropriate use of funds, or credible allegation of fraud or corruption with due confidentiality.

Wh'erethe Implementing Partner becomesaware that a UNDPproject or activity, in whole or in part, is the focus
of Investigation for alleged fraud/corruption, the Implementing Partner will inform the UNDP Resident
Representative/Head of Office, who will promptly inform UNDP'sOffice of Audit and Investigations (OAI).The
ImJlementing Partner shall provide regular updates to the head of UNDPin the country and OAI of the status
of, ~nd actions relating to, such investigation.

I
99. UNDPshall be entitled to a refund from the Implementing Partner of any funds provided that have been used

inappropriatelv, including through fraud or corruption, or otherwise paid other than in accordance with the
terms and conditions of the Project Document. Suchamount may be deducted by UNDPfrom any payment due
to the Implementing Partner under this or any other agreement. Recoveryof such amount by UNDPshall not
diminish or curtail the Implementing Partner's obligations under this Project Document.

whbre such funds have not been refunded to UNDP,the Implementing Partner agrees that donors to UNDP
(inc uding the Government) whose funding is the source, in whole or in part, of the funds for the activities under
this Project Document, may seek recourse to the Implementing Partner for the recovery of any funds
det~rmined by UNDPto have been used inappropriately, including through fraud or corruption, or otherwise
paid other than in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Project Document.

Nol. The term "Project Document" as used in this clause shall be deemed to include any relevant subsidiary
agreement further to the Project Document, including those with responsible parties, subcontractors and sub-
reci ients.

lOO.Eachcontract issued by the Implementing Partner in connection with this Project Document shall include a
provision representing that no fees, gratuities, rebates, gifts, commissions or other payments, other than those
shown in the proposal, have been given, received, or promised in connection with the selection process or in
contract execution, and that the recipient of funds from the Implementing Partner shall cooperate with any and
all investigations and post-payment audits.

lOl.Should UNDP refer to the relevant national authorities for appropriate legal action any alleged wrongdoing
relating to the project, the Government will ensure that the relevant national authorities shall actively
investigate the same and take appropriate legal action against all individuals found to have participated in the
wrongdoing, recover and return any recovered funds to UNDP.

l02.The Implementing Partner shall ensure that all of its obligations set forth under this section entitled "Risk
Management" are passedon to each responsible party, subcontractor and sub-recipient and that all the clauses
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under this section entitled "Risk Management Standard Clauses" are included, mutatis mutandis, in all sub-
contracts or sub-agreements entered into further to this Project Document.

XII.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

MANDATORVANNEXES
Multi-year work plan

Monitoring and evaluation plan

Terms of Reference for the Project Team

Social and Environmental and Social Screening (SESP)

Project Quality Assurance Report

Risk Log

Co-Financing Letter from MAFF

Letter of Agreement between UNDP and the Government on the Provision of Support Services

Capacity Development Scorecard

10. Gender Marker Checklist

11. Approval Note

12. Tracking Tool
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Annex 1: Multi-Year Work Plan

-
EXPECTED PLANNED ACTIVITIES Planned Budget by Year (U~D) PLANNED BUDGET
OUTPUTS

Funding BudgetY1 Y2 Y3
Source Description

Amount (USD)

Output 1 1.1 Assessments to define target areas and Interventions in Aural and

On-farm soil Phnum Sruoch districts

conservation and • Conduct biophysical resource assessment and socio-economic

Agroforestry surveys, Including gender assessment, to determine baseline

practices • Conduct socio-economlc/environmental cost benefit analysis of the

improved sustainable land and watershed management x x x x x x x x x x x x
• Define project target areas/boundaries and populations

• Conduct sustainable livelihoods assessment in target communities
to determine baseline

• Knowledge products developed and disseminated to facilitate
adoption of good practices

National
Consultants,

1.2 Demonstration of agroforestry practices on small-holder agriculture
GEFTF Travels,

334,600lands
Equipment,

• Capacity development and training for provincial and district Workshops,
government officials in soil conservation, and agroforestry practices Materials,
and agro-ecology assessments Miscellaneous

• Demonstration of soil conservation and agroforestry practices for
project target communities (about 800 ha.) x x x x x x x x

• Capacity development and training for communities on livelihood
diversification practices

• Cross visit/ learning mission to successful agroforestry/sustainable
livelihoods site(s)

• Develop and disseminate knowledge products

• Monitoring and assessment conducted.

x x x x x x x x x
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1.3 Integrated watershed management and farming models and
guidelines applied to selected Economic land Concession (ElC) areas

• Conduct assessments and reviews of impact of ELCs including
agricultural land use policies and practice and cost benefit analysis

- • COJlyeoe roundtable 011 agrlbM.Siness aodJius.tainabJeJan~ - - - t- - - - - - - - -
management

• Foster collaboration with one MAFF-ELC contracted company to
serve as demonstration model of a public private partnership

• Capacity development and training for communities in project ELC
target areas on integrated farming systems, model farm/home
gardening, bio-digester and composting and other livelihood
diversification practices for households/villages within HC

• Support capacity-development to improve management
effectiveness of designated conservation areas within HC

• Develop and disseminate knowledge product(s) to facilitate
adoption of good practices in collaborative SLWM within HC areas

Output 2 2.1 Restoration of selected community-managed forest lands using

Community appropriate methodologies

forest areas • Conduct socia-economic (including gender assessment) /

restored and sustainable livelihoods survey to determine baseline

sustainably • Conduct mapping and biophysical resource assessment of CF

managed. forested areas (to establish baseline)

• Field level training of provincial and district officials in forest
restoration practices

x x x x x x x x x x• Field level training of CF management communities on forest
restoration practices National

Consultants,• Capacity development and training on law enforcement
Travels,

• Capacity development and training to secure MAFF approval of
GEFTF Equipment, 602,934

land use/management plan, and business plan (if appropriate)
Workshops,

• Training in participatory monitoring and evaluation Materials,
• Develop and disseminate knowledge product on forest restoration Miscellaneous

in form of case study

2.2 Capacity development to improve local livelihoods In Dam Ray Chak
Pluk Community Forest

• Capacity development and training of CF members on livelihood
diversification practices (e.g. integrated farming systems, model x x x x x x
farm/ home gardening, blo-dlgester and composting, NTFP
collection, etc.)

• Cross visits and knowledge sharing with other CFs practicing
successful livelihoods
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Output 3 3.1 Establishing functional institutional arrangements for watershed

Watershed management authority in Kampong Speu Province

management and • Support working group/stakeholder consultations to establish
institutional arrangements at provincial and district levels to lead

Monitoring
watershed management programs and host M&E system

capacity
• Capacity development and training for MAFF and other ministries

improved. on economic valuation
x x x x x x x

• Conduct study on economic/ecosystem values of watershed /sub-
catchment area and disseminate results in technical workshop

• Capacity development and training of provincial and district International
officials on watershed management (e.g. legal basis, setting target Consultant,
for soil and water conservation, defining land uses, changing land National
uses and practices in farming and forestry, making investments in GEFTF and Consultants,
assets for watershed management etc.) UNDP Cash Travels, 418,383

3.2 Development of basic, scalable monitoring and assessment system
Equipment,
Workshops,for land degradation
Materials,

• Conduct GIS mapping and remote sensing studies to support Miscellaneous
baseline and M&E

• Conduct gap analysis/ review of M&E system established for NAP x x x x x
implementation (ref UNDP-GEF project)

• Capacity development and training of provincial and district
officials on project management, with special sessions on financial
management, and on M&E systems

3.3 Establish technical parameters for Integrated information
management system related to identified catchment areas within Prek x x x x
Thnot watershed

Total (USD) 1,250,917
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Annex 2: Monitoring and Evaluation Plan: The Project Coordinatorwill collect results data according to the following rnonltoring
plan.

GEF M&E requirements Primary Indicative costs to be TIme frame
responsibility charged to the Project

Budget17 (US$)
GEFgrant Co-

financing
Inception Workshop International USD 30,000 Within two

consultant months of project
document
signature

Inception Report Project None None Within two weeks
Coordinator/Advisor of inception

workshop
Standard UNDP monitoring and UNDP Country Office None None Quarterly,

Ireporting requirements as outlined annually
in the UNDP POPP
Monitoring of Indicators in project Project Coordinator/ Per year: USD Annually
results framework Advisor and Project 4,000 * 3

Manager years =
12,000

GEFProject Implementation Project Coordinator / None None Annually
Report (PIR) Advisor and UNDP

Country Office and
UNDP-GEF team

HACT Audit as per UNDP audit UNDP Country Office Per year: USD Annually or other
policies 4,000 * 3 yrs frequency as per

= 12,000 UNDP Audit
policies

lessons learned and knowledge Project Coordinator/ Annually
generation Advisor and Project

Manager
Monitoring of environmental and Project Coordi nator / None On-going
social risks, and corresponding Advisor and Project
management plans as relevant Manager

UNDP CO
Addressing environmental and Project Coordinator/ None for
social grievances Advisor, UNDP time of

Country Office project
BPPSas needed manager, and

UNDP CO
Project Board meetings Project Board, USD1,OOO At minimum

UNDP Country Office per meeting * annually
IProject Advisor 6 = USD6,OOO

Supervision missions UNDP Country Office None18 Annually

Oversight missions UNDP-GEF team None18 Troubleshooting
as needed

17 Excluding project team staff time and UNDP staff time and travel expenses.
18 The costs of UNDP Country Office and UNDP-GEF Unit's participation and time are charged to the GEF Agency Fee.
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GEFM&E requirements Primary Indicative costs to be TIme frame
responsibility charged to the Project

Budget17 (US$)
GEFgrant Co-

financing
Knowledge management as Project Coordinator/ 1% ofGEF On-going Ioutlined across outcome 1, 2 and 3 Advisor grant= 11,000
GEFSecretariat learning UNOP Country Office None To be
missions/site visits and Project Manager determined.

and UNOP-GEF team
Mid-term GEFTracking Tool to be Project Coordinator/ USO 5,000 Before mid-term
updated Advisor and Project review mission

Manager takes place.
Independent Mid-term Review International USO 25,000- Between 2ndand
(MTR) and management response Consultant, UNOP 3,d PIR.

Country Office and
Project team and
UNOP-GEF team

Environmental and Social risks and Project Coordinator/ None
management plans, as relevant Advisor and team,

UNOP CO
Visits to field sites For GEF Annually

UNOP CO supported
UNOP RTA (as projects, paid
appropriate) from IA fees
Government and
representatives operational

budget
Independent Terminal Evaluation UNOP Country Office, USO 30,000 At least three
(TE) included in UNDP evaluation Project team and months before
plan, and management response UNOP-GEF team operational

closure
TOTAl indicative COST 131,000
Excluding project team staff time, and UNOP staff and travel
expenses

f
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Annex 3: Terms of Reference for Project Team

1. International Consultant

A. Environmental Economist/Valuation Specialist: The international consultant will work in close collaboration with the national
environmental economist/valuation specialist, to deliver the following outputs:

a) site selected for an ecosystem valuation study,
b) orient provincial and district officials on ecosystem valuation tools, methods and approaches conducted,
c) design and conduct of the ecosystem valuation study undertaken,
d) findings of the study presented to relevant stakeholders,
e) knowledge product(s) packaged, and
f) sources of continuing capacity strengthening, financing support and network development identified.

The Specialist will require a graduate level degree from a recognized university, empirical knowledge of environme tal economics,
with at least 15 years of practical experience, backed by a solid publication and training track record.

B. Integrated Information Management System Expert: Take the lead in identify parameters for M&E system. The expert will design
seamless operation of M&E system, and advise on scaling up/institutionalizing this with MAFF and provincial government.

2. National Consultants (Individuals)

A. Project Advisor: The national consultant will be responsible for overall leadership and technical direction for t
responsibility for delivery of outputs and sound financial management. S/he will establish/Deliver:

a) good working relationships with all stakeholders,

b) superior performance from all relevant personnel and consultants,

c) well-crafted semi-annual/annual work plans and budgets,

d)

e project with

risk control, administrative and financial management procedures installed and implemented to a stan lard required by
UNDP,

e) solid Secretarial support for the project management committee,

f) successful implementation of all training and capacity development,

g) timely and satisfactory reports in format required by UNDP, GEF and other partners, and

h) guidance and inputs for knowledge management strategy and institutionalization of M&E system.

The Project Advisor should have a degree in appropriate field from recognized university, at least 10 years of practical experience
managing externally funded projects, ability to lead and coordinate teams, knowledge of procurement processes and related due
diligence, strong interpersonal and communications skills, particularly in written English.

B. Project Assistant: will provide project financial management, administration, management and technical sUPP0'j! to the Project
Coordinator/Advisor required by the needs of the project. Project Finance and Administrative Officer will be hired through a formal
recruitment process, in accordance with UNDP rules and procedure

C. Communications Specialist: The Communications Specialist will lead implementation of a knowledge management strategy and
provide support to capacity development and learning systems. Other outputs of the work would include:

a) development and dissemination of knowledge products,

b) public affairs initiatives

c) project information web-enabled and accessible, and

d) coordinate training and events.
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The national specialist should possessa degree/ diploma from a recognized post-secondary institution, will require at least 10
years of experience in an international project context, demonstrated ability with multi-media tools and methods in order to
conduct the required tasks, ability to transcribe knowledge to local languageand dialects, strong organizational and interpersonal
skills.

D. National Agriculture, livelihood, and agroforestry specialist
OutcoTe1: Agricultural practices in two watershed districts improved. The Consultant shall: (a) deliver training and
demonstrations workshops for selected farming households in two project districts on soil conservation and water
management techniques, (b) conduct biophysical resource assessment (agro-ecosystem analysis) in identified areas of the
two districts, (c) support/ facilitate stakeholder consultations and establish/ strengthen community-led micro watershed
management groups.

Outcome 2: Agro-forestry practices in two districts strengthened. TheConsultant shall: (a)designand deliver capacity building
and technical assistanceon integrated farming systems, model farm/ home gardening, bio-digester and composting, NTFP
collect' on, etc. for selected households in the two project districts, b) assist in procurement of planting materials, (c) assist in
preparation of land, (d) advise and guide investments in biogas systems, small irrigation systems, and other on-farm capital
investments, and (e) develop knowledge product(s). Enhanced livelihoods for selected agricultural households in Economic
Land Concession (ELC) area. The consultant shall: design and conduct capacity building on SLM/WM and sustainable
livelihdods for village households in the ELC, provide technical assistanceto improve management of defined conservation
areas J.,ithin the ELC,develop framework and knowledge product on good practices in SL/WM as applicable to Cambodia,
define erms of reference and convene round table on SL/WM with MAFF-ELC,Provincial Government, NGOs,farmer groups
and selected private companies holding HC contracts (with MAFFand MOEaspossible).

Outcore 3: Agro-forestry practices in Community Forest (CF)strengthened. The Consultant shall: a) design and deliver
capacity building and technical assistance on integrated farming systems, model farm / home gardening, biodigester and
composting, NTFPcollection, etc. for selected households in the DamRayChakPluk CF,b) develop knowledge products.

F. Forest Restoration Specialist
Output: At least 150 ha of degraded forestlands restored in DamRayChakPluk CFwith model for upscaling to other CFsand
forest areas established. The consultant shall:
a) facilitate stakeholder consultations with commune forest members, MAFF-ForestAdministration and other government

agencies, farmer water user groups to map/identify priorities,
b) design and deliver capacity-building and training for the community forest on forest protection techniques, including

in entive-based conservation agreements and law enforcement,
c) co duct biophysical resource assessment,select sites for restoration and determine most appropriate methods for each

site,
d) de iver technical assistanceon forest rehabilitation and restoration,
e) assist in procurement of appropriate inputs and planting materials (e.g. seedlings, fertilizers etc),
f) assist in procurement of labour for related training and forest restoration activities,
g) develop knowledge product(s), and
h) assist in outreach, knowledge sharing and crossvisits with other commune forests.

G. Economic Valuation Specialist
Output: Economic valuation study conducted for localized site within Prek Thnot watershed. The consultant shall work in
close collaboration with the international consultant, and:
a) assist in data collection, survey and analysis to select site for an ecosystemvaluation study,
b) support orientation for provincial and district officials on ecosystem valuation tools, methods and approaches,
c) provide inputs for the design and conduct of the ecosystem valuation study,
d) jointly present findings of the study relevant stakeholders,
e) assist in packaging of knowledge products, and
f) identify sources of continuing capacity strengthening, financing support and network development.
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H. Monitoring and Evaluation Specialist
Output: Technical and spatial data/information integrated into a functional M&E system. The consultants will:
a) conduct needs assessment/ gap analysis, capacity development and training on participatory M&E at the district and

provincial level, I
b) establish technical parameters for development of integrated information management system related to

microcatchment areas within the Prek Thnot watershed,
c) conduct GIS mapping, remote sensing (using Landsat8), and monitoring (using Global Forest Watch and other tools) to

provide timely, relevant data to provincial decision-makers, and
d) facilitate installation of a functional information platform to serve the M&E needs of the Provincial Government.
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Annex 4: Social and Environmental and Social Screening for CEO Endorsement Stage

Project Infprmation

Project Information
1. Project Title Collaborative Management for Watershed and EcosystemService Protection and Rehabilitation in

the Cardamom Mountains, Upper PrekThnot River Basin (CoWES)
2. Project Number 00096237

3. Location (Global/Region/Country) Cambodia

Part A. Integ ating Overarching Principles to Strengthen Social and Environmental Sustainability

QUESTION 1: How Does the Project Integrate the Overarching Principles in order to Strengthen Social and Environmental
Sustainability?

Briefly describe in the space below how the Project mainstreoms the human-rights based approach
The project aims to restore and maintain forest cover and watershed stability functions while providing for sustainable livelihoods

and ecosystem services in the Upper Prek Thnot Watershed of Cambodia. The project components will include improving soil and

water management practices ofthe target areas, restoring forest areas, and support monitoring of the watershed in the Upper Prek

Thnot. Under these results, the project will support local communities, especially the community forestry in the target communes

to exercise their rights in water management planning with local authority. In addition, the project will support the monitoring and

evaluation tool of the watershed to ensure that the natural resources within the watershed are sustainably managed including

those resourCeSI(land, water, forest, NTFPs, etc.) that are important sources of livelihood for the local people.

Briefly describe in the space below how the Project is likely to improve gender equality and women's empowerment

The project will ensure gender mainstreaming across the project implementation. This includes carrying out gender analysis to

collect information about institutional structure, challenges, and opportunities to promote gender equality in the project

implementation. Perspectives and roles of men and women in watershed management will be integrated into project activities

through a consultative process. The project M&E system will capture gender related results, for instance, percentage of women

and men in the project target areas benefitting from diversified livelihoods. During the project design, the UNDP Gender Marker

Matrix was used to assess the extent of gender mainstreaming before Gender Marker rating was assigned to the project. The Gender

Action Plan will also be developed by the project team to ensure gender results are on track.

Briefly describe in the space below how the Project mainstreams environmental sustainability

The project is designed to maintain and conserve land and forest resources, including other biodiversity resources such as wildlife

in the area. The project will introduce sustainable agriculture models that will conserve the soil quality. Thus, the project will

disseminate good lessons learned from soil, land and forest conservation under this project to scale up in other parts of the country.
The project will contribute towards meeting Cambodia's commitment under the UNCCD.
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Risk Description Impact and
Probability
(1-5)

Low

If adequate consultations
are conducted by IP and
project team during the
implementation, this
could negatively impact
poor & marginalized
community for not
participating the decision-
making process.

Oversight mechanism of thl project will
ensure the project activities do not restrict

I
legal access of local people to natural
resources. Measures will be inclLded to ensure
that recognition of human rights are fully
incorporated into the projett plans. The
project will ensure full stakeholder
consultations and specifically marginalized
community in all the project decision-making
process in the project sites.

1=3

P=4

Signi/ican
ce
(Low,
Moderate

Comments Description of assessment and management
measures as reflected in the Project design.
If ESIA or SESA is required note that the
assessment should consider al/ potential

and risks.

Risk 1: Adverse impacts
on human rights of local 1= 1
communities, including P= 2
marginalized groups.

Risk 2: Restricted access
to natural resources due
to enhanced
enforcement for local
communities, including
marginalized groups.

Because of increased
capacity and better law
enforcement by the
agencies, forest I
protection will be The project will ensure capaci building and
strengthened against training on law enforcement agencies, and
illegal activities. However, ensure prior informed consent of local

Moderate there are also risks that communities are sought and they are
the local communities consulted in the decision-making process
and marginalized groups during the project implementation.
will be devoid of accessto
natural resources if
systems of resource
allocation are not put in
place.

Risk3: The duty-bearers
do not have the capacity

1=3

P=4
Moderate

Given the cross-sectoral
nature of the project
interventions, there are

The project will put in effective
governance mechanism th the project
board and the technical working group to bring
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to meet their obligations
in the Project

risks of government together key stakeholders for effective
agencies at all levels not delivery of project interventions in the short to
willing to work together medium term, and gradually mainstream this
on cross-sectoral
initiatives.

process into policies and plans for long term
sustainability. The project will focus on
strengthening capacity of the duty bearers
through targeted training programs on SL/WM
and sharing of lessons and case studies on
similar initiatives from the region and globally.

The project is classified asModerate Risk.The
project can have adverse impacts on human
rights and limited accessto natural resources.
However, prior informed consent and
consultations will be set up to ensure voice of
stakeholders, communities and marginalized
groups are included in the decision-making
process of the project. Stakeholders will be
made aware of grievance mechanisms if they
are affected by the project interventions.

&11-
QUESTION5: Basedon the identified risks and risk
categorization, what requirements of the SESare
relevant?

Checkall that apply Comments
The project's potential adverse social risksare
limited in scale, can be identified with a
reasonable degree of certainty, and can be
addressed through application of mitigation
measuresand stakeholder engagement during
project implementation. Right holders'
capacity will bestrengthened and made aware
of the grievance mechanisms available to
voice their concerns in the project's decision
making process.

Principle 1:Human Rights

Principle 2: Gender Equality and Women's o
1. Biodiversity Conservation and Natural

Resource Management
Project will undertake assessment of
degraded and deforested areas (around 400
ha) in Dam ReiChakPluk, of which 150 ha will
be brought under reforestation. The project
will ensure that the reforestation will be
undertaken with native species.
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Z. Climate Change Mitigation and The project's outcomes are vulnerable to
Adaptation potential impacts of climate change.

Watershed management is inherently a risk

reduction and mitigation strategy. Mitigating

0
agro-ecosystem risk, protecting ecological
flows, and building resilience and
sustainability will be central to the project,

and will be integr~ted into tre project plan

and subsequently into the Cf Management,
land use plans, etc.

3. Community Health, Safety and Working

IConditions 0

4. Cultural Heritage 0 I
S. Displacement and Resettlement 0 I

6. Indigenous Peoples 0 I

7. Pollution Prevention and Resource
0 IEfficiency

Final Sign Off I
Signature Date Description

~

UNDP staff member responsible for the Project, typically a UNDP Programme

2.1-1061 It- Officer. Final signature confirms they have "checked" to ensure that the SESPis
adequately conducted.

Phearanich Hing
Policy Analyst
QAApproy~ UNDP senior manager, typically the UNDP Deputy Country Director (DCD), Country

8·QS • 21'( tJ6/1+ Director (CD), Deputy Resident Representative (DRR), or Resident Re~resentative

- (RR). The QA Approver cannot also be the QA Assessor. Final signature confirms they
Rany Pen have "cleared" the SESPprior to submittal to the PAC. I
Assistant Country Director
PACChair ) ~ UNDP chair of the PAC. In some cases PAC Chair may also be the QA Approver. Final

V~. 2.1 J O~}\1 signature confirms that the SESPwas considered as part of the project appraisal and

~ considered in recommendations of the PAC.
Nick Beresford
UNDP Country Director

for

SESP Attachment 1. Social and Environmental Risk Screening Checklist

Checklist Potential Social and Environmental Risks

Principles 1: Human Rights
Answe

r
(Yes/N

0)
1. Could the Project lead to adverse impacts on enjoyment of the human rights (civil, political, economic, No

social or cultural) of the affected population and particularly of marginalized groups?

2. Is there a likelihood that the Project would have inequitable or discriminatory adverse impacts on affected Yes

populations, particularly people living in poverty or marginalized or excluded individuals or groups? 19

19 Prohibited grounds of discrimination include race, ethnicity, gender, age, language, disability, sexual orientation, religion, politi al or other opinion,
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3. Could the Project potentially restrict availability, quality of and accessto resources or basic services, in No
particular to marginalized individuals or groups?

4. Is there a'likelihood that the Project would exclude any potentially affected stakeholders, in particular Yes
marginalized groups, from fully participating in decisions that may affect them?

5. Is there a risk that duty-bearers do not have the capacity to meet their obligations in the Project? Yes

6. Is there alrisk that rights-holders do not have the capacity to claim their rights? Yes

7. Have lodl communities or individuals, given the opportunity, raised human rights concerns regarding the No
Project during the stakeholder engagement process?

8. Is there alrisk that the Project would exacerbate conflicts among and/or the risk of violence to project- No
affected communities and individuals?

Principle 2: Gender Equality and Women's Empowerment

1. Is there a likelihood that the proposed Project would have adverse impacts on gender equality and/or the No
situation of women and girls?

2. Would the Project potentially reproduce discriminations against women based on gender, especially No
regarding participation in design and implementation or accessto opportunities and benefits?

3. Havewomen's groups/leaders raised gender equality concerns regarding the Project during the No
stakeholder engagement process and has this been included in the overall Project proposal and in the risk
assessment?

4. Would the Project potentially limit women's ability to use, develop and protect natural resources, taking No
into account different roles and positions of women and men in accessingenvironmental goods and
services?I
For example, activities that could lead to naturol resources degradation or depletion in communities who
depend on these resources for their livelihoods and well being

Principle 3: Environmental Sustainability: Screening questions regarding environmental risks are encompassed by
the specific Standard-related questions below

Standard 1: Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Natural Resource Management

1.1 Would the Project potentially cause adverse impacts to habitats (e.g. modified, natural, and critical No
habitats) and/or ecosystems and ecosystem services?

For example, through habitat loss, conversion or degradation, fragmentation, hydrological changes
1.2 Are any Project activities proposed within or adjacent to critical habitats and/or environmentally sensitive No

areas, including legally protected areas (e.g. nature reserve, national park), areas proposed for protection,
or recognized as such by authoritative sources and/or indigenous peoples or local communities?

1.3 Does the Project involve changes to the use of lands and resources that may have adverse impacts on No
habitats, ecosystems, and/or livelihoods? (Note: if restrictions and/or limitations of accessto lands would
apply, refer to Standard 5)

1.4 Would Project activities pose risks to endangered species? No
1.5 Would the Project pose a risk of introducing invasive alien species? No
1.6 Does the Project involve harvesting of natural forests, plantation development, or reforestation? Yes
1.7 Does the Project involve the production and/or harvesting of fish populations or other aquatic species? No
1.8 Does the rroject involve significant extraction, diversion or containment of surface or ground water? No

For example, construction of dams, reservoirs, river basin developments, groundwater extraction
1.9 Does the Project involve utilization of genetic resources? (e.g. collection and/or harvesting, commercial No

development)

national or social or geographical origin, property, birth or other status including as an indigenous person or asa member of a minority. References
to "women and men" or similar is understood to include women and men, boys and girls, and other groups discriminated against based on their
gender identities, s ch as transgender people and transsexuals.
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1.10 Would the Project generate potential adverse transboundary or global environmental concerns? No
1.11 Would the Project result in secondary or consequential development activities which could lead to adverse No

social and environmental effects, or would it generate cumulative impacts with other known existing or
planned activities in the area?

For example, a new road through forested lands will generate direct environmental and social impacts (e.g.
felling of trees, earthworks, potential relocation of inhabitants). The new road may also facilitate
encroachment on lands by illegal settlers or generate unplonned commercial development along the route,
potentially in sensitive areas. These are indirect, secondary, or induced impacts that need to be considered.
Also, if similar developments in the same forested area are planned, then cumulative impacts of multiple
activities (even if not part of the same Project) need to be considered.

Standard 2: Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation

2.1 Will the proposed Project result in signlficant-? greenhouse gasemissions or may exacerbate climate No
change?

2.2 Would the potential outcomes of the Project be sensitive or vulnerable to potential impacts of climate Yes
change?

2.3 Is the proposed Project likely to directly or indirectly increase social and environmental vulnerability to No
climate change now or in the future (also known as maladaptive practices)?

For example, changes to land use planning moy encourage further development of floodplains, potentially
increasing the population's vulnerobility to climate change, specifically /looding

Standard 3: Community Health, Safety and Working Conditions

3.1 Would elements of Project construction, operation, or decommissioning pose potential safety risks to local No
communities?

3.2 Would the Project pose potential risks to community health and safety due to the transport, storage, and No
use and/or disposal of hazardous or dangerous materials (e.g. explosives, fuel and other chemicals during
construction and operation)?

3.3 Doesthe Project involve large-scale infrastructure development (e.g. dams, roads, buildings)? No
3.4 Would failure of structural elements of the Project pose risks to communities? (e.g. collapse of buildings or No

infrastructure)

3.5 Would the proposed Project be susceptible to or lead to increased vulnerability to earthquakes, No
subsidence, landslides, erosion, flooding or extreme climatic conditions?

3.6 Would the Project result in potential increased health risks (e.g. from water-borne or other vector-borne No
diseasesor communicable infections such as HIV/AIDS)?

3.7 Does the Project pose potential risks and vulnerabilities related to occupational health and safety due to No
physical, chemical, biological, and radiological hazards during Project construction, operation, or
decommissioning?

3.8 Doesthe Project involve support for employment or livelihoods that may fail to comply with national and No
international labor standards (i.e. principles and standards of ILOfundamental conventions)?

3.9 Does the Project engage security personnel that may pose a potential risk to health and safety of No
communities and/or individuals (e.g. due to a lack of adequate training or accountability)?

Standard 4: Cultural Heritage

4.1 Will the proposed Project result in interventions that would potentially adversely impact sites, structures,
or objects with historical, cultural, artistiC, traditional or religious values or intangible forms of culture (e.g.

Noknowledge, innovations, practices)? (Note: Projects intended to protect and conserve Cultural Heritage
may also have inadvertent adverse impacts)

4.2 Does the Project propose utilizing tangible and/or intangible forms of cultural heritage for commercial or
Noother purposes?

20 In regards to C02. 'significant emissions' corresponds generally to more tban 25,000 tons per year (from both direct and indirect sources). [The
Guidance Note on Climate Change Mitigation and Adaptation provides additional information on GHG emissions.]
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Standard 5: Displacement and Resettlement

5.1 Would ~heProject potentially involve temporary or permanent and full or partial physical displacement? No
5.2 Would the Project possibly result in economic displacement (e.g. loss of assetsor accessto resources due

Noto land acqulsitlon or access restrictions - even in the absence of physical relocation)?
5.3 Is there a risk that the Project would lead to forced evictions?21 No
5.4 Would the proposed Project possibly affect land tenure arrangements and/or community based property

Norights/customary rights to land, territories and/or resources?

Standard 6: lndigenous Peoples

6.1 Are indigenous peoples present in the Project area (including Project area of influence)? No
6.2 Is it likely that the Project or portions of the Project will be located on lands and territories claimed by

Noindigenous peoples?

6.3 Would t~e proposed Project potentially affect the human rights, lands, natural resources, territories, and
traditio allivelihoods of indigenous peoples (regardless of whether indigenous peoples possessthe legal
titles to such areas, whether the Project is located within or outside of the lands and territories inhabited
by the affected peoples, or whether the indigenous peoples are recognized as indigenous peoples by the No
country in question)?

If the answer ta the screening question 6.3 is "yes" the potential risk impacts are cansidered potentially
severe and/or critical and the Project would be categorized as either Moderate or High Risk.

6.4 Hasthere been an absence of culturally appropriate consultations carried out with the objective of
achieving FPICon matters that may affect the rights and interests, lands, resources, territories and No
traditional livelihoods of the indigenous pe~les concerned?

6.5 Does the proposed Project involve the utilization and/or commercial development of natural resources on
Nolands and territories claimed by indigenous peoples?

6.6 Isthere a potential for forced eviction or the whole or partial physical or economic displacement of
Noindigenous peoples, including through accessrestrictions to lands, territories, and resources?

6.7 Would the Project adversely affect the development priorities of indigenous peoples as defined by them? No
6.8 Would the Project potentially affect the physical and cultural survival of indigenous peoples? No
6.9 Would the Project potentially affect the Cultural Heritage of indigenous peoples, including through the

Nocommercialization or use of their traditional knowledge and practices?

Standard 7: Pollution Prevention and Resource Efficiency

7.1 Would the Project potentially result in the release of pollutants to the environment due to routine or non-
Noroutine circumstances with the potential for adverse local, regional, and/or transboundary impacts?

7.2 Would the proposed Project potentially result in the generation of waste (both hazardous and non-
Nohazardous)?

7.3 Will the proposed Project potentially involve the manufacture, trade, release, and/or use of hazardous
chemicals and/or materials? Does the Project propose useof chemicals or materials subject to
internatibnal bans or phase-outs? No
For example, DOT, PCBs and other chemicals listed in international conventions such as the Stockholm
Conventions on Persistent Organic Pollutants or the Montreal Protocol

7.4 Will the proposed Project involve the application of pesticides that may have a negative effect on the
Noenvironrnent or human health?

21 Forced evictions include acts and/or omissions involving the coerced or involuntary displacement of individuals, groups, or communities from
homes and/or lands and common property resources that were occupied or depended upon, thus eliminating the ability of an individual, group, or
community to reside or work in a particular dwelling, residence, or location without the provision of, and accessto, appropriate forms of legal or
other protections.
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7.S Does the Project include activities that require significant consumption of raw materials, energy, and/or
water?
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Annex 6: UNDP Project Quality Assurance Report

OVERAll PROJECT

EXEMPlARY(5) HIGHLYSATISFACTORY(4) SATISFACTORY(3) NEEDSIMPROVEMENT
INADEQulTE(1)(2)•• • ••••0 •••00 ••000 0000

At least four criteria All criteria are rated At least six criteria At least three criteria One or more criteriaare rated Exemplary, Satisfactory or higher, and are rated are rated are ratedand all criteria are at least four criteria are Satisfactory or Satisfactory or Inadequate, or fiverated High or rated High or Exemplary. higher, and only one higher, and only four or more criteria areExemplary. may be rated Needs criteria may be rated rated Needs
Improvement. The Needs Improvement. Improvement.
SEScriterion must be
rated Satisfactory or

Iabove.
DECISION

• APPROVE - the project is of sufficient quality to continue as planned. Any management actions must be addres1ed in a
timely manner.

• APPROVE WITH QUALIFICATIONS - the project has issues that must be addressed before the project document can be
approved. Any management actions must be addressed in a timely manner. I

• DISAPPROVE - the project has significant issues that should prevent the project from being approved as drafted]

RATING CRITERIA

STRATEGIC

1. Does the project's Theory of Change specify how it will contribute to 3 I 0,
higher level change? (Select the option from 1-3 that best reflects the 1project):

Evidence I• ~ The project has a theory of change with explicit assumptions on how Comment: The project is designea to
the project will contribute to higher level change as specified in the reduce pressures on upland wate shedprogramme's theory of change, backed by credible evidence of what areas from competing land uses y
works effectively in this context. The project document clearly demonstrating collaborative
describes why the project's strategy is the best approach at this point

management and rehobilitation r:in time.
agriculture lands and forest area in a• 2: The project has a theory of change related to the programme's priority degraded area identified y the

theory of change. It has explicit assumptions that explain how the NAP.
project intends to contribute to higher level change and why the The project ToC is based on the a alysis
project strategy is the best approach at this point in time, but is backed of emerging development challenges in
by limited evidence.

Cambodia, and aligned with one of the• ~ The project does not have a theory of change, but the project four programming strategies t:
document may describe in generic terms how the project will Country Programme ToC, buildin
contribute to development results, without specifying the key resilience.
assumptions. It does not make an explicit link to the programme's (II. Strategy)
theory of change. The project document does not clearly specify why
the project's strategy is the best approach at this point in time.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1

® I 2
1
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Z. Is the project aligned with the thematic focus of the UNDP Strategic Plan?
(select the option from 1-3 that best reflects the project):

• 3: The project responds to one of the three areas of development
work22 as specified in the Strategic Plan; it addresses at least one of the
proposed new and emerging areas23; an issues-based analysis has been
incorporated into the project design; and the project's RRF includes all
the relevant SPoutput indicators. (all must be true to select this option)

• ~ The project responds to one of the three areas of development
work! as specified in the Strategic Plan. The project's RRF includes at
least one SPoutput indicator, if relevant. (both must be true to select
this option)

• 1: While the project may respond to one of the three areas of
development work! as specified in the Strategic Plan, it is based on a
sectoral approach without addressing the complexity of the
development issue. None of the relevant SP indicators are included in
the RRF.This answer is also selected if the project does not respond to
any of the three areas of development work in the Strategic Plan.

Evidence

Comment: The project responds to two
of the three areas of developmert work,
sustainable development pathways and
building resilience, as specified ir the SP;
it addresses two of the propos~new
and emerging areas, natural res urces
management and risk manage ent for
resilience; an issue based anaIY~'s has
been incorporated into the proj ct
design; and all the relevant SP0 tput
indicators have been included in RRF
(Output 1.3). I
(I. Development Challenges, II. Strategy,
V. Results Framework)

RELEVANT

3. Does the project have strategies to effectively identify, engage and ensure
the meaningful participation of targeted groups/geographic areas with a

3 I
1

22 1. Sustainable development pathways; 2. Inclusive and effective democratic governance; 3. Resilience building

23 sustainable production technologies, access to modern energy services and energy efficiency, natural resources management,
extractive industries, urbanization, citizen security, social protection, and risk management for resilience
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priority focus on the excluded and marginalized? {select the option from Select (01/) targeted groups: (drop-
1-3 that best reflects this project): down)

• 3: The target groups/geographic areas are appropriately specified, Evidence
prioritising the excluded and/or marginalised. The project has an
explicit strategy to identify, engage and ensure the meaningful Comment: Target groups/geographic
particiPrtion of specified target groups/geographic areas throughout areas are specified; the excluded and/or
the project. Beneficiaries will be identified through a rigorous process marginalized will be prioritized; Project
based on evidence (if applicable.) The project plans to solicit feedback beneficiaries will be identified through
from targeted groups regularly through project monitoring. appropriate assessments and surveys;
Represehtatives of the targeted group/geographic areas will contribute and, their meaningful participation will
to project decision-making, such as being included in the project's be secured through a strong capacity
governance mechanism [i.e., project board.) (01/ must be true to select building and knowledge management
this option) activities.

• 2: The drget groups/geographic areas are appropriately specified, (III. Results and Partnerships)
prioritising the excluded and/or marginalised, and are engaged in
project design. The project document states clearly how beneficiaries
will be identified, engaged and how meaningful participation will be
ensured throughout the project. Collecting feedback from targeted
groups ~s been incorporated into the project's RRF/monitoring
system, ut representatives of the target group(s) may not be directly
involved in the project's decision making. (01/ must be true to select this
option) I

• 1: The target groups/geographic areas do not prioritize excluded
and/or marginalised populations, or they may not be specified. The
project does not have a written strategy to identify or engage or ensure
the meaningful participation of the target groups/geographic areas
throughout the project.

*Note: Management Action must be taken for a score of 1

Have knowledge, good practices, and past lessons learned of UNDP and 3 I (2)4.
1others informed the project design? (select the option from 1-3 that best

Evidencereflects this ~roject):

• 3: Knowledge and lessons learned backed by credible evidence from Comment: The project is based on the

evaluatipn, analysis and monitoring have been explicitly used, with draft NAP which was prepared by UNDP
SLM project, and the project designingappropriate referencing, to develop the project's theory of change and
team of ADB consulted UNDP to securejustify the approach used by the project over alternatives.
insights and recommendation in the• 2: The project design mentions knowledge and lessons learned backed
designing process.

by eVide~ce/sources, which inform the project's theory of change but
(II. Strategy, III. Results and

have no been used/are not sufficient to justify the approach selected
Partnerships)over alternatives.

• 1: There is only scant or no mention of knowledge and lessons learned
informing the project design. Any references that are made are not
backed by evidence.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1

3 I (2)
1
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5. Does the project use gender analysis in the project design and does the
project respond to this gender analysis with concrete measures to address
gender inequities and empower women? (select the option from 1-3 that
best reflects this project):

• }! A participatory gender analysis on the project has been conducted.
This analysis reflects on the different needs, roles and access to/control
over resources of women and men, and it is fully integrated into the
project document. The project establishes concrete priorities to
address gender inequalities in its strategy. The results framework
includes outputs and activities that specifically respond to this gender
analysis, with indicators that measure and monitor results contributing
to gender equality. (al/ must be true to select this option)

• 2: A gender analysis on the project has been conducted. This analysis
reflects on the different needs, roles and access to/control over
resources of women and men. Gender concerns are integrated in the
development challenge and strategy sections of the project document.
The results framework includes outputs and activities that specifically
respond to this gender analysis, with indicators that measure and
monitor results contributing to gender equality. (al/ must be true to
select this option)

• 1:The project design mayor may not mention information and/or data
on the differential impact of the project's development situation on
gender relations, women and men, but the constraints have not been
clearly identified and interventions have not been considered.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1

Evidence
Comments: Gender analysis has been
conducted, ond gender concerns qre
integrated in the project design.
(II. Strategy)

I
6. Does UNDP have a clear advantage to engage in the role envisioned by the 1- 3 '--I C",,2"-~_'I__ __1

1
project vis-a-vis national partners, other development partners, and other

Evidence Jactors? (select from options 1-3 that best reflects this project):
Comment: Although the project h s

• }!An analysis has been conducted on the role of other partners in the
been transferred to UNDP by ADB1sarea where the project intends to work, and credible evidence supports
request after the GEFproject app oval,the proposed engagement of UNDP and partners through the project.
UNDP has a clear advantage to e gage

It is clear how results achieved by relevant partners will contribute to
in the role as it has an experienc~'noutcome level change complementing the project's intended results. If

relevant, options for south-south and triangular cooperation have been implementing the UNDP-GEF SL
project with MAFF. Some analysis has

considered, as appropriate. (al/ must be true to select this option)
been conducted on the role of other

• 2: Some analysis has been conducted on the role of other partners partners where the project intends to
where the project intends to work, and relatively limited evidence work.
supports the proposed engagement of and division of labour between (III. Results and Partnerships)
UNDP and partners through the project. Options for south-south and
triangular cooperation may not have not been fully developed during
project design, even if relevant opportunities have been identified.

• 1< No clear analysis has been conducted on the role of other partners in
the area that the project intends to work, and relatively limited
evidence supports the proposed engagement of UNDP and partners
through the project. There is risk that the project overlaps and/or does
not coordinate with partners' interventions in this area. Options for
south-south and triangular cooperation have not been considered,
despite its potential relevance.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1
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SOCIAL& ENVIRONMENTAlSTANDARDS
,

7. Does the p oject seek to further the realization of human rights using a
human rig~ts based approach? (select from options 1-3 that best reflects
this project):

• 3: Credible evidence that the project aims to further the realization of
human rights, specifically upholding the relevant international and
national laws and standards in the area of the project. Any potential
adverse impacts on enjoyment of human rights were rigorously
assessed and identified with appropriate mitigation and management
measures incorporated into project design and budget. (a/l must be
true to select this option)

• 2: Some evidence that the project aims to further the realization of
human rights. Potential adverse impacts on enjoyment of human rights
were assessed and identified and appropriate mitigation and
~:dn::~~ment measures incorporated into the project design and

• 1: No evidence that the project aims to further the realization of
human rights. limited or no evidence that potential adverse impacts on
enjoyment of human rights were considered.

*Note: Management action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1

8. Did the project consider potential environmental opportunities and
adverse impacts, applying a precautionary approach? (select from options
1-3 that best reflects this project):

• 3: Credible evidence that opportunities to enhance environmental
sustainability and integrate poverty-environment linkages were fully
considered and integrated in project strategy and design. Credible
eVidente that potential adverse environmental impacts have been
identified and rigorously assessed with appropriate management and
mitigation measures incorporated into project design and budget. (all
must bf true to select this option).

• 2: No evidence that opportunities to strengthen environmental
sustainability and poverty-environment linkages were considered.
Credible evidence that potential adverse environmental impacts have
been assessed, if relevant, and appropriate management and
mitigation measures incorporated into project design and budget.

• 1: No evidence that opportunities to strengthen environmental
sustainability and poverty-environment linkages were considered.
Limite9 or no evidence that potential adverse environmental impacts
were adequately considered.

*Note: Management action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1

9. If the project is worth $500,000 or more, has the Social and Environmental
Screening Pro~edure (SESP) been conducted to identify potential social and
environmental impacts and risks? Select N/ A only if the project is worth less
than $500,000. [if yes, upload the completed checklist]

3 I (2)
1

Evidence
Comment: The project designed based
on the fact that land degradation is a
direct threat to food and water security
is aiming to improve the livelihoods of
the people living in the targeted areas.
(I. Development Challenge, III. Results
and Partnership)

I 2
1

Evidence
Comment: The project is designed to
enhance environmental sustain ability
from the land degradation perspective,
and it aims to improve the livelihoods of
the people whose livelihoods are
dependent on the natural resources.
(I. Development Challenge, III. Results
and Partnership)

I1/ Yes No

,
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MANAGEMENT & MONITORING

10. Does the project have a strong results framework? (select from options 1-
3 that best reflects this project):

• 3: The project's selection of outputs and activities are at an appropriate
level and relate in a clear way to the project's theory of change.
Outputs are accompanied by SMART, results-oriented indicators that
measure all of the key expected changes identified in the theory of
change, each with credible data sources, and populated baselines and
targets, including gender sensitive, sex-disaggregated indicators where
appropriate. (all must be true to select this option)

• 2: The project's selection of outputs and activities are at an appropriate
level, but may not cover all aspects of the project's theory of change.
Outputs are accompanied by SMART, results-oriented indicators, but
baselines, targets and data sources may not yet be fully specified. Some
use of gender sensitive, sex-disaggregated indicators, as appropriate.
(all must be true to select this option)

• 1: The results framework does not meet all of the conditions specified
in selection "2" above. This includes: the project's selection of outputs
and activities are not at an appropriate level and do not relate in a clear
way to the project's theory of change; outputs are not accompanied by
SMART, results-oriented indicators that measure the expected change,
and have not been populated with baselines and targets; data sources
are not specified, and/or no gender sensitive, sex-disaggregation of
indicators.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1

3 I

11. Is there a comprehensive and costed M&E plan with specified data
collection sources and methods to support evidence-based management,
monitoring and evaluation of the project?

1
Evidence

Comment: Results framework
corresponds to the ToC. But baselines
will be determined through asse sments
in the initial phase of the project, ,
(V. Results Framework, VII. Multi-Year
Work Plan)

I'fIYes No
Evidence

Comment: Yes,please refer to section V.
Results Framework and VI. Moni oring
and Evaluation

1
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12. Is the project's governance mechanism clearly defined in the project
document, including planned composition of the project board? (select from
options 1-3 that best reflects this project):

• ~ The project's governance mechanism is fully defined in the project
composition. Individuals have been specified for each position in the
governance mechanism (especially all members of the project board.)
Project Board members have agreed on their roles and responsibilities
as specified in the terms of reference. The ToR of the project board has
been attached to the project document. (all must be true to select this
option).

• 2: The project's governance mechanism is defined in the project
document; specific institutions are noted as holding key governance
roles, but individuals may not have been specified yet. The prodoc lists
the most important responsibilities of the project board, project
director/manager and quality assurance roles. (all must be true to
select this option)

• !!The project's governance mechanism is loosely defined in the project
document, only mentioning key roles that will need to be filled at a
later date. No information on the responsibilities of key positions in the
governance mechanism is provided.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 11

13. Have the p~oject risks been identified with clear plans stated to manage
and mitigate each risks? (select from options 1-3 that best reflects this
project):

• ~ Project risks fully described in the project risk log, based on
comprehensive analysis which references key assumptions made in the
project's theory of change. Clear and complete plan in place to manage
and mitigate each risk. (both must be true to select this option)

• 2: Project risks identified in the initial project risk log with mitigation
measures identified for each risk.

• 1: Some risks may be identified in the initial project risk log, but no
clear ris mitigation measures identified. This option is also selected if
risks are not clearly identified and no initial risk log is included with the
project document.

*Note: Management Action must be taken for a score of 1

Evidence
Comment: The project's governance
mechanism is defined, but individuals
have not been specified yet. The prodoc
lists the responsibilities of the project
board.
(VIII. Governance and Management
Arrangements)

3 (2)

EFFIOENT

14. Have specific measures for ensuring cost-efficient use of resources been
explicitly mentioned as part of the project design? This can include: i)
using the theory of change analysis to explore different options of
achieving the maximum results with the resources available; ii) using a
portfolio management approach to improve cost effectiveness through
synergies with other interventions; iii) through joint operations (e.g.,
monitoring or procurement) with other partners.

I

1
Evidence

Comment: Yes,please refer to the
section III. Results and Partnership and
Annex 3. Risk Analysis.

~Yes No

Evidence
Comments: Yes,please refer to section
IV. Project Management for cost
efficiency and effectiveness.

~Yes No
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15. Are explicit plans in place to ensure the project links up with other Evidence

relevant on-going projects and initiatives, whether led by UNDP, national Comment: Linkage with external c n-

or other partners, to achieve more efficient results (including, for going projects and initiatives are

example, through sharing resources or coordinating delivery?) mentioned in the section III. Resul sand
Partnership.

16. Is the budget justified and supported with valid estimates?
"Yes No I

Evidence
Comments: Yes, please refer to se tion
IV. Project Management and V. RE suIts
Framework.

17. Is the Country Office fully recovering its costs involved with project "Yes No
implementation?

Evidence
Comments: Yes, please refer to section
IV. Project Management for cost
efficiency and effectiveness.

EFFECTIVE

18. Is the chosen implementation modality most appropriate? (select from
(3) 2

1 Ioptions 1-3 that best reflects this project):
Evidence J• 3: The required implementing partner assessments (capacity

assessment, HACT micro assessment) have been conducted, and there Comment: The project is impleme ted

is evidence that options for implementation modalities have been under the NIM. CO has experienci in

thoroughly considered. There is a strong justification for choosing the implementing projects with MAFF

selected modality, based on the development context. (both must be through NIM and can utilize pre-e isting

true to select this option) experiences and knowledge for

• 2: The required implementing partner assessments (capacity
implementing the project. Partne
assessments have been conducted

assessment, HACT micro assessment) have been conducted and the before.
implementation modality chosen is consistent with the results of the

Iassessments.

• 1: The required assessments have not been conducted, but there may
be evidence that options for implementation modalities have been
considered.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of 1

3 (2) I
1 I
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19. Have targeted groups, prioritizing marginalized and excluded populations
that will be affected by the project, been engaged in the design of the
project in a way that addresses any underlying causesof exclusion and
discrimination?

Evidence
Comment: Issues of the target groups
have been identified and incorporated in
the section of II. Strategy, III. Results and
Partnership, and IV. Project

• 3: Cr dible evidence that all targeted groups, prioritising marginalized Management.
and e eluded populations that will be involved in or affected by the
project, have been actively engaged in the design of the project. Their
view rights and any constraints have been analysed and
incorporated into the root causeanalysis of the theory of change
which seeksto address any underlying causesof exclusion and
discrimination and the selection of project interventions.

• 2: Some evidence that key targeted groups, prioritising marginalized
and excluded populations that will be involved in the project, have
been engaged in the design of the project. Someevidence that their
views, rights and any constraints have been analysed and
incorporated into the root causeanalysisof the theory of change and
the selection of project interventions.

• 1: No evidence of engagement with marginalized and excluded
populations that will be involved in the project during project design.
No evidence that the views, rights and constraints of populations have
been incorporated into the project.

20. Does the project have explicit plans for evaluation or other lesson
learning, tiJned to inform course corrections if needed during project
implementation?

21. The gender marker for all project outputs are scored at GEN2or GEN3,
indicating that gender has been fully mainstreamed into all project outputs
at a minimum.

*Note: Management Action or strong management justification must be given
for a score of "noli

22. Is there a Jealistic multi-year work plan and budget to ensure outputs are
delivered on time and within allotted resources? (select from options 1-3
that best reflects this project):
• 3: The project hasa realistic work plan & budget covering the duration

of the project at the activity level to ensure outputs are delivered on
time a Id within the allotted resources.

• !;The project hasa work plan & budget covering the duration of the
project at the output level.

• 1: The project does not yet have a work plan & budget covering the
duration of the project.

I"Yes No

SUSTAINABILITY & NATIONAl OWNERSHIP

23. Have national partners led, or proactively engaged in, the design of the
project? (select from options 1-3 that best reflects this project):

Evidence
Comment: Yes,please refer to Section
VI. Monitoring and Evaluation and VI/.
Multi-Year Work Plan.

"Yes I No
Evidence

Gender analysis has been conducted,
and gender concerns are integrated in
the project design.
(II. Strategy)

3 I C?)
1

Evidence
Comment: Yes,please refer to Section
VII: Multi-Year Work Plan.

3 I
1
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• 3: National partners have full ownership of the project and led the
process of the development of the project jointly with UNDP.

• 2: The project has been developed by UNDP in close consultation with
national partners.

• 1:The project has been developed by UNDP with limited or no
engagement with national partners.

24. Are key institutions and systems identified, and is there a strategy for
strengthening specificl comprehensive capacities based on capacity
assessments conducted? (select from options 0-4 that best reflects this
project):

• 4: The project has a comprehensive strategy for strengthening specific
capacities of national institutions based on a systematic and detailed
capacity assessment that has been completed.

• 3: A capacity assessment has been completed. The project document
has identified activities that will be undertaken to strengthen capacity
of national institutions, but these activities are not part of a
comprehensive strategy.

• 2: A capacity assessment is planned after the start of the project. There
are plans to develop a strategy to strengthen specific capacities of
national institutions based on the results of the capacity assessment.

• 1: There is mention in the project document of capacities of national
institutions to be strengthened through the project, but no capacity
assessments or specific strategy development are planned.

• 0: Capacity assessments have not been carried out and are not
foreseen. There is no strategy for strengthening specific capacities of
national institutions.

25. Is there is a clear strategy embedded in the project specifying how the
project will use national systems (i.e., procurement, monitoring,
evaluations, etc.,) to the extent possible?

26. Is there a clear transition arrangement! phase-out plan developed with
key stakeholders in order to sustain or scale up results (including resource
mobilisation strategy)?

Evidence
Comment: Yes, the project was
developed initiolly by ADB in close
consultation with MAFF.
(I. Development Challenge, GEFCEO
Endorsement Request)

(4) 3
2 1

o
Evidence

Comment: Yes, please refer to section III.
Results and Partnership.

""Yes No

Evidence
Comment: The project will be
implemented under the National
Implementation Modality to maxim ze
the use of national systems.
(VIII. Governance and Management
Arrangements)

No""Yes

Evidence
Comment: Knowledge and good
practices learned from the pi/ot I
initiatives of the project has potential to
be demonstrated and scaled up to the
wider Prek Thnot watershed and river
basin, as well as the other nine
watersheds in Cambodia.
(III. Results and Partnership)
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Annex 6: UNDP Risk Log

implementation

capacities, limited

abilities in project

contract management,

finance

Impact &
Probability25

The Project promotes active collaboration Project

between local authorities, communities, Coordinator/

small farmers, ELCs, development sectors Advisor

and technical agencies for watershed

management and planning. An ecosystem

services valuation study will help

strengthen arguments for watershed

management, and understand the various

trade-ofts with economic development.

Last
Update

# Description Date
Identified

Type24
Counter measures I Management

response
Owner Submitted,

updated by
Status

1 I Ad hoc development I July 2014
investment decisions

override long-term Prek

Thnot landscape and

ecosystem

management plans.

Political

Moderate

Moderate

P:2

1:4

P:2

I: 3

P: 1
I: 3

Low

Project preparatory and inception actions Project

will provide targeted capacity building and Coordinator/

training to government institutions, Advisor

extension departments, to communities

and other landscape stakeholders.

Implementation will involve targeted

consulting services, use locally established

service providers, and is to be phased with
performance-based rewards and

2 Limited technical July 2014 Organizational

incentives. In order to ensure consistency

at technical and administrative levels, a

dedicated project coordinator/ Advisor will

be engaged to work with MAFF project
team.

The project targets mobilization of Project

community participation and emphasizes Coordinator/

transparency and participatory Advisor

approaches. Ongoing consultation with

24 Organizational, Financial, Operational, Environmental, Strategic, Regulatory, Security, Political, Other

~5lmpact and Probability Scale, 1-5 (from very low to very high)

3 I Local farmers are risk I July 2014
adverse, resist change
to known subsistence
farming methods

Operational

Over,

reducing,

increasing,

no change
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Description Date
Identified

Type24 Impact &
Probabilityl5

Counter measures I Management
response

Owner Submitted,
updated by

Last
Update

Status

---1-1-

#

--1----
local civil society organizations will also

help to-mitig<l:tethe-rlsi(. Improved

community-based agriculture, forestry and

productivity gains promoted by the project

will provide additional incentives. Emphasis

on knowledge management through

development and dissemination of good

practices, lessons learned, case studies etc.

will help these, and other constituencies

understand the benefits of changing

behaviour.

4 I Agro-forest production I July 2014
systems promoted fail
to develop gains in
forest area or improved
forest ecosystem
services.

Environmental P: 1
I: 3

Low

The Project will promote best practices in Project

agro-forestry (i.e. such as via Analog Coordinator/

Forestry methodology) which emphasize Advisor

bio-diverse, site stable agro-forest

ecosystems and the development of forest

canopy and soil horizon. The

choice/placement of species will be

determined with community inputs and

sound-scientific advice to balance social,

economic and environment requirements

for improved food security, income,

watershed ecological integrity, biodiversity

connectivity, etc. A similar SLM/SFM multi-

sustainability criteria will also be applied to

guidance within the concession areas.

5 I Efforts to engage ELCs,
agribusiness, other
private sector, non-
government and
government

PPG Operational P:4

I: 5

High

The challenge will be to bring all the Project

stakeholders into one forum. The project Coordinator/

will play a facilitating role, while the Advisor

ecosystems services valuation study and
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# Description Date Type24· Impact & Counter measures I Management Owner Submitted, Last StatusIdentified Probability25 response updated by Update

counterparts to review of land use policies will provide
collaborativelyaddress substantive discussion points. Emphasis
land use concerns meet

will be placed on shared responsibilities forwith resistance
watershed management, and how multiple

benefit streams can accrue. The approach
will be non-confrontational, towards
constructive engagement.

6 Extreme weather July 2014 Environmental P:3 Watershed management is inherently a risk Project
fluctuations, e.g. floods,

1:4 reduction and mitigation strategy. Coordinator/droughts, landslides.
High Mitigating agro-ecosystem risk, protecting Advisor

ecological flows, and building resilience

and sustainability are central to the project.
The project will create assessment,
awareness and capacity which could be

used in leverage of disaster preparedness
planning. It will also leverage good

practices from other, associated climate

resilience initiatives.
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Annex 7: Co-financing Letter from the MAFF

Kingdom of Cambodia
~ation Religion King

R'I.: .•~.?..8..3..... M FF om Penh .. O.L.;.A,rlL.,M1'I ..

1 ir

Subjec :

I -ar Din nor Mir,

We I k ro \ .. rd to sue 'c. I sub nissi n of c C uest for OEF CEO Endors e t, and w il] r>.:
ha ) to provide ad itional inf uti n if required.

, nd sc acce t, Di ector \Iir. ihc us

'1')' a d n hcr ics

rc
~:ln..t R ~ ••
Bruc O•..
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Annex 8:

STANDARD LETTER OF AGREEMENT BCTWEEN UNDP AND THE GOVERN cNT FOR THE
PROVISION OF SUPPORT SERVICES

xcel CoI,

1. Referenceism to n$Ultations betweenofficia of th R IGovemm rlt of mbodi ( te.nafter

rqfurrod to as he Governmcnt") ana officials of U OPwith r p~t to the provisi:on of s ppart servi s by the

IIVman p Cs. UNO&>and III

P co nlry offlOe may pfovi 5 P'Port rv of the Government thro
i s ItutlDn des1gnated in the re eYaltt proaramme support dO(um n1or project 0 mem. 4tSd

2. The UNDP coun ry office may provide supp rt 5ervftes for asSi5t nee with report.ng req'-1irements and

rea payment. '1'1r:roviding h Support services. the UNOPoounby offl.ce shall ens I'e that the capa Ity Of the

Govemment' ted instiWtin is strengthen d to enable It to cilrrv o~ such adwi iM direcdy. Tb costs

i~rred by the UNOPcoun ryofflee In providing ch pport serv' I be reoo ed from t admlnlstratiw

b ge of th offICe.

3 TheuNDPcoQllntryofficemay provi • at the req

~rvites for artivities of th 13' amm {prOject!

of the designs Ins ution. the fo lowing s~P'l)ort

a) ment of pro' ct and Pros! mme peJ"SDnI'II;

(bt

(c)

entific.aforl faci!it 'on of training activi~cSi

p /'neAt of goo n $ervices;

4. The precut ment of goods d services n the recruitn'l nt of proj nd program personnel by the

UNOP country office shall be In a rdance 'h the UNDP r I t OIlS, I s, 1) I. es and procedures. Support

graph 3 above s all be detailed in an an ex to the p

ntotlY£! and

5 I> S an td Bal>k Assis

sponsibility oft e U 1)1> co n tV offi,e for

to ~e prcMsio of h s:upport serv CE!S de.tail d in the annex to the 'prc8
do m nt,

I>gelaf3
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6, Any elai or dr.spute ri 'n under or in 00 1'1 ti r IN" the prDII '0

untrv office i accord ce witt! this letl> r sMII be a~ f
-i 5 hy"he UN

'ant p'cwjs' oft e SBAA.

7, m Me! no
in p r IiIr ph 3 a ve sh II be specified i

rOllieln h W ert s('fllice$
rt document or proj ,

S, T U DPeeuntrv olft« h I $ubmi pragre5s eports on he support services p'ovid d •. shall r C"t

on t e costs reimbursed i 'ding su..'il serv . "'5 ~. be req ired_

9, Any mocllfl a .on of t e present ra gements shall ffe.tted bv mu 3t wTlen gre m nr of he

rties he ct '

10, If you re in a eem~nt with the provls.ons set fo h above. please sign and ret m to this ffioe tw
, ned cop'ies of
Gmt ent d UN he proy'sio of SIJ-pport servtees bv t

office for natior'al/v

Yours sincerely.

Sign d on!)eh If of UNOP
c aire Van der Vaeren

01> Re$ld n Representatiye

t:

1At cq. d tot'he Pri e Minister

r ry Gener I,CRDstCDC
Date: ~ j ta1, Ib
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Attachment

DESCRIPTIONOF UNDP COUNTRYOFFICESUPPORTSERVICES

1. Reference is made to consultations between Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, the institution designated by the
Royal Government of Cambodia and officials of UNDP with respect to the provision of support services by the UNDP country office for
the nationally managed project "Collaborative Management for Watershed and Ecosystem Service Protection and Rehabilitation in the
Cardamom M untains, Upper Prek Thnot River Basin".

2. In accordance with the provisions of the letter of agreement signed and the programme support document (project
document), the UNDP country office shall provide support services for the Project as described below.

3. Support services to be provided:

Support services Schedule for the provision of Cost to UNDP of providing Amount and method of
(insert description) the support services such support services (where reimbursement of UNDP

appropriate) (where appropriate)
1. Support MAFF in the To be recruited as per AWP US$1,1l0.65 for case, Should be approved by the
identification and/or including recurring costs after Project Board; then UNDP
recruitment of project hiring (i.e. payments) will directly charge the
personnel project upon receipt of
* Project Advisor request of services from the
* Finance and Admin Implementing
Officer Partner/Project Board
2. Procurement of goods: June 2017 US$ 192.05 for each As above
* PCs purchasing process
* Printers

3. Consultant recruitment Ongoing throughout US$ 205.96 each hiring process As above
implementation when
applicable

4. Payment Process Ongoing throughout US$ 34.48 for each As above
implementation when
applicable

5. Ticket request (booking, Ongoing throughout US$ 192.05 for each request As above
purchase) implementation when

applicable
6. F10 settlement Ongoing throughout US$ 28.29 for each process As above

implementation when
applicable

7. Support Implementing Ongoing throughout US$ 192.05 for each request As above
Partner in conducting implementation when
workshops and training applicable
events

Total DPCunder GEF Fund can be charged up to USD12,000

4. Description of functions and responsibilities of the parties involved:
4.1 Project Implementing Partner is responsible for the development of terms of reference for the recruitment of personnel and for the
procurement of services; identification of goods needs for the project.

4.2 UNDP Human Resources Unit is responsible for the process of recruitment of project personnel.
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4.3 UNDP Procurement Unit is responsible for identification of suppliers of goods and services. Further, it is responsible for the
procurement of goods and recruitment and contracting services both individual and institutions.
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Annex 9: Capacity Development Score Card

1. This scorecard has been designed specifically for this project, as a tool to measure success in terms of developing national capacity to mainstream sustainable land
management considerations into production sectors. While, the tool is conceptually based on the UNDP Capacity Development Scorecard, it is different in its substantive focus
and the indicators. This-is-because the-tJNDP-Capacity DevelopmentScorecard-irmeant to assess the developmentOfcapaciffes vis:a-vis the management of protected areas,
whereas this project is about sustainable land management mainstreaming into the plans and activities of production sectors operating in the MAFF.

2. Table 1 tries to be as objective as possible in its selection of indicators. Each indicator is scored from 0 (worst) to 3 (best), with an explanation of what each score represents
for the particular indicator. The tool then estimates the baseline situation/ score for each indicator (cell marked in yellow), and then identifies the target situation/ score (marked
in green). Tables 2 through 6 provide a quantitative summary of the total possible scores, baseline scores, target scores, baseline score as a percentage of the total possible score,
and the target score as a percentage of the total possible score.

3. In assigning scores, the term "production sector activities in the MAFF" is assumed to include the following: agriculture, forestry, fisheries, community forestry, productive
land, and agroforestry. "Production sector institutions" covers all institutions that play some role in planning and management of the production sector activities (production
sectors as defined above) in the MAFF. This includes state government institutions (such as climate change, women's affairs, etc.), sub-national administrations, and community
based natural resources management (e.g., Community Forestry). During project development, the Capacity Scorecard has been applied at a general level to all production sectors/
actors operating in the MAFF. However, during the l't 6 months of project implementation, it will be applied separately to different sectors, and within each sector, separately to
state, private sector and community institutions. Further, once Sector Plans are prepared by mid-term, the project will have a more realistic assessment of targets.

Table 1: Scorecard
Strategic Area I Capacity
of SUDDort level

There is a strong
There is a partial

There is a
There is a strong1. Capacity to and clear legal There is no legal

legal framework for reasonable legal
and clear legalconceptualize mandate for framework for

sustainable land
framework for

mandate forand formulate mainstreaming sustainable land sustainable landmanagement sustainable landpolicies, Systemic sustainable land management management 2
legislations, management mainstreaming mainstreaming into

mainstreaming but management
production sector mainstreamingstrategies and into production into production
activities, but it has it has a few

into productionprogrammes sector activities sector activities
many inadequacies

weaknesses and
sector activitiesinthe MAFF gaps

1. Capacity to Institutional There is a multi- There is no multi- There is a multi- There is a multi- There is a multi-
conceptualize sectoral sectoral sectoral sectoral sectoral
and formulate institutional institutional institutional institutional institutional
policies, mechanism mechanism mechanism mechanism mechanism
legislations, responsible for responsible for responsible for

1
responsible for responsible for

strategies and mainstreaming mainstreaming mainstreaming mainstreaming mainstreaming
programmes sustainable land sustainable land sustainable land sustainable land sustainable land

management management management management management
concerns into concerns into concerns into concerns into concerns into
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Strategic Area
of Support

Capacity
Level

Systemic

Systemic

Institutional

Production sector
institutions have
sustainable land

ment -

sector activities
inthe-MAFF
that is able to
prepare
effective
strategies and

ns to this end

There are
adequate skills
for
mainstreaming
sustainable land
management
into production
sector activities
inthe MAFF

There is an
oversight
mechanism with
clear
responsibility to
monitor and
enforce
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming
into production
sector activities
inthe MAFF
Production
sector
institutions
have r~llUlarlV

There is a general
lack of skills

There is no
oversight at all

Production sector
institutions do not

production sector
activities in the
MAFF but there is
no clear strategy to
this end

Some skills exist but
in largely
insufficient
quantities to
guarantee effective
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming

There is some
general oversight
on environmental
compliance but it
lacks capacity to
specifically monitor
and enforce
compliance with
sustainable land
management
considerations

1

Necessary skills for
effective
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming into
production sector
activities do exist
but are stretched
and not easily
available

2

production sector
activities in the
MAFF, and there is
a regularly
updated strategy
developed through
wide stakeholder

rtici

production sector
activities in the
MAFF,-and th-ere-is
an initial strategy
to this end

1

There is a
reasonable
oversight
mechanism in place
providing for
regular review of
sustainable land
management
considerations but
it lacks
transparency (e.g.
is not independent,
or is internaliz
Production sector
Institutions have

1 I sustainable land

Adequate
quantities of the
full range of skills
necessary for
effective
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming
into production
sector activities
are easilv available

There is a fully
transparent
oversight
mechanism in
place providing for
regular review of
sustainable land
management
considerations

Production sector
institutions have
sustainable land
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Strategic Area Capacity
of Support Level

updated, -compatible compatible sectoral compatible sectoral compatible
sustainable land sectoral plans plans, but these are plans, developed territorial plans,
management - not developed through developed through
compatible through consultations with consultations with
sectoral plans consultations with land users, but land users, and
for the MAFF land users there is no process there is a process
that have been for regular review for regular review
prepared with and updating of the and updating of
effective plans the plans
participation of
land users
Sustainable land Sustainable land

Sustainable landmanagement -
Sustainable land management -

management -compatible There is very little
management - compatible sectoral

compatiblesectoral plans in implementation of
compatible sectoral plans are usually

sectoral plans are. the MAFF are sustainable land implemented in aInstitutional ~ i I t d l 0 plans are poorly 2 implemented in ampemen e In management -
implemented and

timely manner,
timely mannera timely manner compatible

their objectives are
though delays

effectivelyeffectively sectoral plans
rarely met typically occur and

achieving theirachieving their some objectives
objectivesare not met

Production
Production sector Production sector Production sector

sector
institutions have institutions have institutions are

institutions in
some funding and , reasonable capacity able to adequately

the MAFF are Production sector mobilize sufficient
able to mobilize institutions are able to mobilize to mobilize funding

quantity ofsome human and or other resourcessufficient typically are
material resources but not always in funding, human

I n f I I funding, and severely under 0 2 and materialns I u iona h d
funded and have but not enough to 1 sufficient quantities

resources touman an
effectively . for effectivematerial no capacity to effectively

resources to mobilize sufficient implement their implementation of
implement theirsustainable land their sustainableeffectively resources

management land management sustainable land
implement the management
sustainable land mainstreaming mainstreaming

mainstreamingmandate mandate
mandate
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Strategic Area
of Support

Capacity
Level

Human resources
are well qualified

Human
and motivated,

resources in
and a compendium

production
of best practices

sector
HR in general for mainstreaming

institutions in
HRqualification is reasonably sustainable land

the MAFF are
Human resources spotty, with some qualified, but many management in

Individual I well qualified (HR) are poorly well qualified, but lack in motivation, production sectors

and motivated qualified and many only poorly or those that are 2 and other training

to mainstream
unmotivated and in general motivated are not materials

sustainable land
unmotivated sufficiently produced under

management
qualified. the project are

concerns into
available as a

sectoral plans
ready resource for
new staff that join
government
d

There are
appropriate
systems of
training,

There are

mentorlng, and
Mechanisms mechanisms for

learning in place
Some mechanisms generally exist to developing

to maintain a
exist but unable to develop skilled adequate numbers

Individual
I continuous flow No mechanisms

develop enough professionals, but of the full range of

of new staff exist
0 and unable to either not enough highly skilled

provide the full of them or unable
2

professionals able
with the
capacity to

range of skills to cover the full to mainstream

mainstream
needed range of skills sustainable land

sustainable land
required management in

management in
territorial plans

sectoral plans in
the MAFF
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Strategic Area I Capacity
of SUDDort Level

There is no
management - political will at all,

3. Capacity to compatible or worse, the
engage and Strategic Plan prevailing political Some political will
build

Systemic for the MAFF will runs counter exists, but is not
consensus (incl. sectoral to the interests of strong enough to
among all plans) have the sustainable land make a difference
stakeholders political management

commitment mainstreaming
into sectoral plans

Sustainable land
The public has

3. Capacity to management -
little interest in a

There is limited

engage and compatible
Strategic Plan for support for

build
Strategic Plan

the MAFF (incl. sustainable land
Systemic for the MAFF

sectoral plans) and
0 management -consensus

(Incl. sectoral compatibleamong all
plans) have the

there is no
Strategic Plan (incl.stakeholders

public support
significant lobby

sectoral plans)
they require

for it

3. Capacity to
engage and
build
consensus
among all
stakeholders

Institutional

Production
sector
Institutions can
establish the
partnerships
needed to
achieve
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming
objectives in the
MAFF

Production sector
institutions
operate in
isolation

Reasonable
political will exists,
but is not always
strong enough to
fully support
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming into
sectoral plans

There are very high
levels of political
will to support
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming
into sectoral plans
in the MAFF

1

There is general
public support for
sustainable land
management -
compatible
Strategic Plan (incl.
sectoral plans) and
there are various
lobby groups such
as environmental
NGO's strongly

2

There is
tremendous public
support in the
country for
sustainable land
management -
compatible
Strategic Plan (incl.
sectoral plans)

Some partnerships
are in place but
there are significant
gaps, and existing
partnerships
achieve little

for them

Many partnerships
in place with a wide
range of agencies,
NGOs etc, but
there are some
gaps, partnerships
are not always I 2
effective and do
not always enable
efficient
achievement of
sustainable land
management

Production sector
institutions
establish effective
partnerships with
other agencies and
institutions,
including
provincial and local
governments,
NGO's and the
private sector to
enable
achievement of

1

sustainable land
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Strategic Area
of

Capacity
Level

Production
sector
institutions
have effective
internal
mechanisms for
monitoring,
evaluation,
reporting and
learning on
sustainable land
management
mainstreaming
inthe MAFF

5. Capacity to
monitor,
evaluate,
report and
learn

Institutional

There are no
mechanisms for
monitoring,
evaluation,
reporting or
learning

management
considerations are
not discussed

Reasonable
There are some mechanisms for

Institutions havemechanisms for monitoring,
effective internalmonitoring, evaluation,
mechanisms forevaluation,

1
reporting and

monitoring,reporting and learning are in
evaluation,learning but they place but are not as
reporting andare limited and strong or
learningweak comprehensive as

they could be
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- -
2. Capacity to implement policies, legislation, strategies and programmes 2 1 2
3. Capacity to engage and build consensus among all stakeholders 1 1 -
4. Capacity to mobilize information and knowledge: Technical skills related specifically to the 0 - 1
requirements of GEFSO-=-2 and SP-4
5. Capacity to monitor, evaluate and report and learn at the sector and project levels 2 1 -

Total 7 4 3

Note: "_" means no indicator was selected for that level.

Table 5: Quantitative summary of Baseline Scores as a % of Total Possible Scores

Table 6: Quantitative summary of Target Scores as a % of Total Possible Scores
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Annex: 10: Gender Marker Checklist

Project .Question Analysis .
Stage (Yes/No) EVIdence Areas to be improved

Does the output rationale and
strategies addressa clearly defined
gender issue or issues, including
consideration of the different
situations and needs faced by
women and men?

Yes

Gender analysis was part of the
PPG process. As stated in the
project strategies, the project will
assesssocial structure, challenges
and opportunities to promote
gender equality within the project
implementation cycle.

I

Do the output use and/or collect
sex disaggregate data and gender
statistics?

Are the outcomes, outputs
indicators, targets, and gender
responsive?

Theproject will measure changes
in productivity by women and men
resulting from sustainable land
management practices
introduced under the project.

At the activities level (socio-
economic assessment) the project
will collect gender disaggregated
data on:

Yes

Number and percentage of
women and men trained in
sustainable production
technologies, soil and water
conservation, pest and
disease management, rural
livelihoods and
entrepreneurship etc.

• Number and percentage of
poor women and men with

•

increased
productive

ownership of
assets (e.g.,

livestock, equipment for
production, storage,
processing, and marketing).

Yes

At the outcome level the project
will measure its result on number
of households (gender
disaggregated data) in the project
target areas benefitting from
diversified livelihoods between
2017-2019.
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Have adequate resources been
allocated for the proposed gender
activities? (vis-a-vis % of total
budget)

Yes

Have women's/qender focused
organizations or women's/qender
units within larger institutions been
consulted and lor included
amongst the stakeholders
/implementing partners?

Do key staff members have
knowledge/expertise
gender issues?

There is a budget for specific
gender activities.

No

louring the project
implementation, a
representative from
Ministry Women Affairs
will be invited to sit on the
project board to ensure the
project strategies will take
nto account different issue
pf women and men aswell
as to ensure both will
benefit from the project
results.

Keymembers of the projects team
around Partially has some knowledge reloted to

gender

co
~Q.
E
8
coD..
::>
~
~
III

Co
:;:;
IV..
C
QI

E
QIQ.
.§

HaJe adequate resources been
expended for gender focused
activities or for gender
mainstreaming? (vis-a-vis % of
total budget)

Has the project demonstrated
concrete results towards the
achievement of gender equality?
(This question will help to score an
output at the interim stage, when
thelcoding is being reviewed on an
an~ual basis.)

Yes
Gender specific activities is
included in the project budget

The project aims to reduce the
impacts of land degradation in the
upper Prek Thnot. Land
degradation impacts the
livelihood of everyone including

Partially women. During the project
inception the project will look into
planning activities on the
differential gendered impacts of
land degradation on the
community's livelihood.

Gender Marker Rate: 2
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Annex 11: Approval note to transfer project from ADBto UNDP

Note to File: Request for approval of project (GEF ID 4945) transfer
from the Asian Development Bank (ADB) to the United
ations Development Programme (UNDP 5944)

"Cambodia: Collaborative Management forWatersh1d
and Ecosystem Service Protection and Rehabilitatio in
the Cardamom Mountains, Upper Prek Thnot River asin"

Project title:

Project type:
SP Outcome I Output:
GEF Project ID:
Budget amount I funding
Source
Start date:
Operational Completion date:

Full-sized Project
~/~·3
4945
US$ ~,~00,9~71GEFTF

~September 20~6
30 September 20~9

Asian Development Bank (ADB) proposed transfer of the Implementing Agency to U DP for the
above mentioned GEF project 4945 in Cambodia which was approved for implementation by
GEFCEO in July 2014. The main reasons for the transfer as proposed by ADB was: (i) the iming

ofthe grant approval led tothe delinking of the GEFgrant from the ADB project approvallTading
to a separation of implementation arrangeme ts, and (ii) changes in suitable AD~ staff
availability in Cambodia to administerthe small grant. However, ADB and the Governme1t feels
that there is strong rationale forthe grant, and discussions have indicated that U DP is in a good
position to take over the project given its presence and administration of related projects in
Cambodia.

Subsequently, ADB, UNDP Country Office and the Government initiated series of discussions
and came to an agreement that this transfer would be in the best interest of the project a d the
concerned parties. ADB has sought concurrence of the Government's Implementing Partner -
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) in February 2016, and subseq ently
approval was received from MAFF and GEF OFP (Ministry of Environment) in May 20~6. NDP

Country Office accepted to take over the project and issued a concurrence letter to
January 2016.

Having received concurrence from the Government and UNOP Country Office, ADB submitted
the proposal for transfer of IA to U DP for the above project to GEF CEO on 23rd June 2016. And
GEF CEO approved the project transfer to UNDP as the new Implementing Agency on 21st July
2016. I
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In light of GEF CEO's approval and a strong rationale presented by ADB, GEF OFP and

Governme t Implementing Partner for UNDP to take over the project implementation, the

request for project transfer from ADB to UNDP is submitted to UNDP-GEF Directorate for
retroactive approval. The project information will be transferred to UNDP-GEF project

document template and the due process of project management will be in compliance with

UNDP and GEF requirements.

Requested through:

___ -+ Midori Paxton, Senior Technical Adviser, Ecosystems and
Biodiversity, UNDP-GEF

Cleared by:
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Annex 12: Tracking Tool [LD Focal Area: PMAT]

Seeseparate annex
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land Degradation Eo_caLb\(e~PortfoJio Monitoring-and Tracking Tool WMA-T}-

PROJECTIDENTIFICATION
1. Project Title

Collaborative Management for Watershed and Ecosystem Service
Protection and Rehabilitation in the Cardamom Mountains, Upper
Prek Thnot River Basin

Z. GEF10: 4945
3. Project Implementation Period (Indicate: starting and ending dates) 20111-2017
4. PMAT Completion Date

a. CEOEndorsement/Approval Document 1/11/2013 (PIF)
b. Annual (specify year) - TO BELINKEDTO PIR 2014,2015,2016
c. Project Closure (specify year) 2017
5. Person Responsible for Completing the PMAT (Indicate Name, Position, Institution):

Dr Meas Pyseth, National Focal Point for the UNCCD, Deputy
Secretary General, Executive Secretariat, Ministry of Agriculture,
Fisheries and Forestry, Royal Government of Cambodia.

6. Scale of Project - Refer to Guidelines for definition and check (x) only the most appropriate.

a. Global

b. Regional

c. Sub regional/ Transboundary

d. National

e. Sub national - district, provincial

f. Site - landscape, watershed/catchment, river basin (specify) Prek Thnot Watershed within Phnom Srouch and Aural districts of
Kampong Spoeu province



~-_.- ,...-~-~
I .'-"r~j':' PART1-PROJECTCONTEXTAND TARGETEDIMPACTS

gelt
1. Agro-ecological context - Characterization of area in which project is located
l.a What agroecological wne(s) is the project situated? Select the most appropriate from the drop down menu. iv. Sub-humid Select

l.b. What production system(s) will. the project target? Please provide an estimated coverage of the area targeted.

i. Agriculture (including food crop, tree crop, and crop-livestock) 800 Hectares

ii. Rangeland Hectares

iii. Pastoral Hectares

iv. Forestry 1000 Hectares

v. Mixed Systems Hectares

1.c. Focus of project interventions - Please provide total area covered for only those that apply

i. Improved agricultural management (crop and crop-livestock) 800 Hectares

ii. Improved rangeland and pasture management (livestock based) Hectares

iii. Improved forest management (SFM) 1,452 Hectares

iv. Restoration of degraded lands No data Hectares

v. Re-vegetation, Reforestation 150 Hectares

vi. Protection of natural resources (e.g. Newly designated protected areas, erosion/flood/landslide control) Hectares

vii. Integrated landscape management (Iand-water-vegetation) Hectares

What types of agricultural land use and/or farming practices are employed in the target area? Please provide an estimated coverage as appropriate.

1.d.

i. Rain-fed 30,661 Hectares

ii. Irrigated No data Hectares

iii. Mixed No data Hectares

2. Socio-economic context - Characterization of affected communities and populations i

2.a. Numbers of rural people 1
Male 67,981 Number

Female 69,666 Number l

2.b. Number of people defined as poor
I

Male No data Number

Female No data Number



2.c. Number of urban/peri-urban people

Male N/A Number
Female N/A Number

2.d. Average annual farm production (crop, livestock)

Crop (Main Crop Only) 2.7 Tons/Hectare

Number
livestock 3.6

i.e. Average annual income (per capita) 118.00 US$

3. land Degradation (desertification and deforestation) problem

3.a. What is the extent of land degradation within the project boundary?

i. Agriculture (including food crop, tree crop, and crop-livestock) No data Hectares
ii. Rangeland Hectares
iii. Pastoral Hectares
iv. Forestry No data Hectares
v. Mixed Systems Hectares
What is the nature of land degradation to be addressed directly? Please refer to guidelines and check (X) only the most relevant and provide relevant data where

3.b.
applicable and available

i. Lossof vegetative cover x
ii. Degradation of vegetation (biomass, health, damage, age structure) x
iii. Degradation of soil properties (chemical, physical and biological) x
iv. Soil loss by wind / water erosion No data Tons/ Hectare
v. Lossof land by soil deposits and moving sand dunes
vi. Loss of above-ground carbon No data Tons/ Hectare
vii. Loss of soil carbon Tons/ Hectare
viii. Declining land productivity - based on Net Primary Productivity measure Kg e/ha/year
ix. Loss of biodiversity characterized at habitat level - based on Biodiversity Intactness Index Index
x. Loss of biodiversity characterized at species level
xi. Increase in invasive, harmful or less useful species



.- - ----_._ ..

xii. Loss/reduced water supply (surface and ground water) x
xiii. Loss/reduced water quality (surface and ground water)

XIV. Lowering of groundwateTtal5le/Teoaceu aquifer - -~
xv. Lossof wetlands and their functions

I-
xvi. Increased extent and severity of flood. drought, storm damage x

3.c. What are the direct causes or drivers of land degradation? Please refer to guidelines and check (X) only those that apply under each relevant category.

i. Soil management

(51) Cultivation of highly unsuitable / vulnerable soils Check (X) only

(52) Missing or insufficient soil conservation / runoff and erosion control measures x those that apply

(53) Heavy machinery (including timing of heavy machinery use)

(54) Tillage practice x

(55) Other (specify: )

ii. Crop and rangeland management

(cl) Reduction of plant cover and residues X Check (X) only

(c2) Inappropriate application of manure, fertilizer, herbicides, pesticides and other agrochemicals or waste those that apply

(c3) Nutrient mining

(c4) Shortening of the fallow period in shifting cultivation

(c5) Inappropriate irrigation x

(c6) Inappropriate use of water in rainfed agriculture x

(e7) Bush encroachment and bush thickening x

(c8) Occurrence and spread of weeds and invader plants

(e9) Other (specify: )

Iii. Deforestation and removal of natural vegetation

(fl) Large-scale commercial forestry Check (X) onl»

(f2) Expansion of urban / settlement areas and industry x those that apply

(f3) Conversion to agriculture x

(f4) Forest / grassland fires

(fs) Road and rail construction X

(f6) Other (specify: )

iv. Over-exploitation of vegetation for domestic use
(e1) Excessive gathering of fuel wood, (Ioeal) timber, fencing materials x Check (X) only

(e2) Removal of fodder those that apply
- - ---



(e3) Other (specify: )
v. Overgrazing

(gl) Excessive numbers of livestock Check (X) oniv
(g2) Trampling along animal paths those thot apply
(g3) Overgrazing and trampling around or near feeding, watering and shelter points

(g4) Too long or extensive grazing periods in a specific area or camp

(gS) Change in livestock composition x
(g6) Other (specify: )
vi. Industrial activities and mining

(il) Industry x Check (X) only
(i2) Mining those that apply
(i3) Waste deposition

(i4) Others (specify)

vii. Urbanisation and infrastructure development

(ul) Settlements and roads x Check (X) only
(u2) (Urban) recreation those that apply
(u3) Other (specify: )
viii. Discharges from

(pI) Sanitary sewage disposal Check (X) onlv
(p2) Waste water discharge those that apply
(p3) Excessive runoff

(p4) Poor and insufficient infrastructure to deal with urban waste

(pS) Other (specify: )
ix. Release of airborne pollutants leading to

(ql) Contamination of vegetation/ crops and soil Check (X) ont»
(q2) Contamination of surface and ground water resources: those that apply
(q3) Other (specify: )
x:, Disturbance of the water cycle leading to

(Wi) Lower infiltration rates / increased surface runoff x
(w2) Other (specify: )
xi. Over-abstraction / excessive withdrawal of water
(01) Irrigation Check (X) only
Jn2.)Jn.d.ustr.i31use, _ .. - ~ - - -- - - ---~ those that apply
(03) Domestic use

--



(04) Mining activities

I---' _.(05) Decreasing water use efficierxv

(06) Other (specify: -
)

xii. Natural causes
-(nl) Change in temperature

Check (X) only
(n2) Change of seasonal rainfall

those that apply
(n3) Heavy/extreme rainfall (intensity and amounts)

(n4) Windstorms / dust storms

(n5) Floods

(n6) Droughts
x

(n7) Topography

(n8) Other (specify: )
3.d. What are the indirect drivers/causes of land degradation? Indicate (X) only those that apply

i. Population pressure
x Check (X) ontv

ii. Consumption pattern and individual demand
x those thot apply

iii. land Tenure
x

iv. Poverty

v. labour availability

vi. Inputs and infrastructure

vii. Education, awareness raising and access to knowledge and support services and loss of knowledge
viii. War and conflict

ix. Governance, institutions and politics
x

x. Other (specify: )

4. What are the effects of land degradation on ecosystem services? Please refer to the guidelines for description of the impact's. Select all that apply and then use
rating provided below to indicate nature of the impact

l:High negative effect: land degradation contributes negatively (more than 50%) to changes in ES
2: Negative effect: land degradation contributes negatively (10-50%) to changes in ES
3: little or no effect: contribution of land degradation to changes in ESis modest or negligible (0-10%)
4: Positive effect: land degradation contributes positively (10-50%) to the changes in ES
5: High positive effect: land degradation contributes positively (more than 50%) to changes in ES.

a. Productive services

(PI) Production (of animal/plant quantity and quality including biomass for energy) and risk
2



(P2) Clean water supply for human, animal and plant consumption
3 Rating

(P3) Land availability (area of land for production per person)

(P4) Other (specify: )
I

b. Water services

(El) Regulation of excessive water such as excessive rains, storms, floods
Rating

(E2) Regulation of scarce water and its availability 2
c. Soil services

(E3) Organic matter status

(£4) Soil cover

(£5) Soil structure surface and subsoil affecting infiltration, water and nutrient holding capacity 2 Rating
(£6) Nutrient cycle (N, P, K) and the carbon cycle (e)

(£7) Soil formation (including wind-deposited soils)

d. Biodiversity

([8) Biodiversity (specify: ) Rating
e. Climate services

(E9) Greenhouse gas emission (C02, methane)

(El0) {micro)-climate (wind, shade, temperature, humidity) Rating

(Ell) Others (specify)

f. Socio-cultural services / human well-being and indicators

(51) Spiritual, aesthetic, cultural landscape and heritage values, recreation and tourism,

(52) Education and knowledge (including indigenous knowledge)
(53) Conflict resolution

(54) Food & livelihood security and poverty 2
(55) Health

Rating
(56) Net income

(57) Protection / damage of private and public infrastructure

(58) Marketing opportunities

(59) Others (specify)

5. Measurable global environmental benefits in the project target area
-~ ~-

a. Land cover

i. Vegetative cover 37,000 Hectares



- ...
ii. Biomas~· Net Primary Productivity (NPP) No data Kge/ha/year

- m:....-Tree-density No data
Number/ Hectare

b. Avoided emissions

i. Carbon stocks No data Tons/Hectare

ii. Other GHGgases Tons C02 e/ Ha

c. Carbon sequestration

i. Above ground biomass No data Tons C02 e/ Ha

ii. Soil Carbon No data Tons C02 e/ Ha

d. Biodiversity conservation

i. Ecosystem status e.g. Biodiversity intactness index; sustained systems diversity No data Index

ii. Habitat protected 460 Hectares

iii. Conservation status of target species N/A Percent Change

e. Surface and groundwater resources
i. Improved irrigation flow -land area Hectares

ii. Improved/increased water avatlabilttv- land area No data Hectares

6. Development benefits in the project target area

a. Productivity of crops (main crop only) 2.9 Tons/Hectare

b. Livestock productivity 4.2
Number or Value

c. Average annual income from crop and livestock production 142 US$

d. Average annual household income from forest and tree products- $$ value TBD US$
---



PART II - PROJECTOUTCOMESAND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

.-
-

1. Outcome Monitoring

LOFAObjectives and Outcomes Indicators and Measures Notes/Units

LOl- Ecosystem services in ~roduction landscaQes {agriculture, rangeland)
Agriculture Policy 3 Score - See "Score Guide"

Tab

i. An enhanced enabling environment within the Agricultural policies incorporating smallholder and community 4
Number

agricultural sector tenure security

Land tenure security Score - See "Score Guide"

2 Tab

Sustained agricultural productivity Score - See "Score Guide"

3 Tab

ii. Improved agricultural management Agriculture policies incorporating smallholder and community tenure Number
security
Community vulnerability Score - See "Score Guide"

Tab

Land area of production systems with increased vegetation cover Hectares
iii. Sustained flow of services in agro-ecosystems 37,000

Land area under diversified production 800 Hectares

1. Direct payments or PESschemes US$ I

2. Small credit schemes US$ I

iv. Increased investments in SLM
I

3. Voluntary carbon market US$

4. Eco-Iabeling, certification schemes US$

LD2 - Ecosllstem services in forest landsca~

Forestry Policy Score - See "Score Guide"

i. An enhanced enabling environment within the forest 4 Tab

sector in dryland dominated countries Forestry policies incorporating smallholder and community tenure Number
security
Provide total area under SFM by forest ownership



1. Community 1,452 Hectares

2. Private TBD Hectares

3. Government Hectares
Provide total spatial coverage of SFM practices and technologies and

Hectarescheck (X) on all that apply in the list below
ii. Improved forest management in drylands

1. Best Management Practices/Reduced Impact Logging

2. Biodiversity conservation

3. Forest protection x Check (X) only those that I

4. Management planning and multiscale land-use planning apply ,
5. Participatory forestry x
6. Sustained timber and NTFPproduction

Forested area 371,547 Hectares
iii. Sustained flow of services in forest ecosystems in

Forest cover in project area (%) 10.0 Percentdrylands
Standing volume / hectare forested area M"3/Hectare
1. Direct payments or PESschemes US$
2. Small credit schemes US$iv. Increased investments in SFM
3. Voluntary carbon market US$
4. Eco-Iabeling, certification schemes US$

lD3 - SlM in wider landsca!;!es (integrated management)

Framework strengthening INRM Score- See "Score Guide"
Tab

i. Enhanced cross-sector enabling environment for Integrated land management plans
Numberintegrated landscape management 1

Capacity strengthening Score- See "Score Guide"
Tab

Spatial coverage of integrated natural resource management
Hectarespractices in wider landscapes

ii. Integrated landscape management practices adopted
Indicate number of INRM tools and methodologies introduced and

Numberlist at most three below 3
by local communities

Sustainable land management

Sustainable forest management list
- -

Watershed man~el11ent -
1. Direct payments or PESschemes US$



iii. Increased investments in integrated randscaoe 2. Small credit schemes US$- -'management 3. Voluntary carbon market US$
4. Eco-Iabeling, certification schemes - US$

LD4 - Ad;mtive management and SLM learning

Will the project contribute to UNCCDreporting by country? Mark X Yes X No

Select the UNCCD lO-year Strategy Objective(s) to be directly addressed by project and describe nature of
contribution:

501 To improve the living conditions of affected communities: The project will enhance the base of physical
and social assets, health, nutrition and food security for target households in selected areas of Phnum Sruoch
and Aural districts as well as one commune forest. It will pilot test a suite of capacity building tools (essentially
assisting target communities "how to" implement good practices) and establish a monitoring and evaluation
system, which will contribute to longer term ecosystem stability in the watershed.

502 To improve the conditions of affected ecosystems

503 To generate global benefits through effective implementation oj the UNCCD

504 Tomobilize resources to support' implementation of the Convention through building effective partnerships

i. Increased capacities of countries to fulfill obligations between national and international actors

in accordance with the provisions provided in the Select Operational Objective(s) from the UNCCD lO-year Strategy to be directly supported by the project and
I

UNCCD. describe nature of support.

1. Advocacy, awareness raising and education

i
2. Policyframework

I



3. Science, technology and knowledge

4. Capacity building The project will·be "foundational" II)

nature, and develop capacity of the MAFF
in managing SL/WM projects, train
selected local and national government
officials and stakeholder communities to
apply basic tools and approaches related
to SlM, sustainable forest management,
alternative liveihoods, ecosystem
valuation and partkipatorv monitoring
and evaluation.

5. Financing and technology transfer

Indicate contributions to be made by the project on the following:

1. Knowledge management websites Number

ii. Improved GEFportfolio monitoring using new and
2. Exchange workshops Number

adapted tools and methodologies 3. Knowledge management networks Number
4. Monitoring tools/systems established for

a) Land Degradation Trends Number

b) Environment and Development Benefits Number

2. Co-financing from sectors
i. Agriculture 100,000 US$ The Global Mechanism (GM)
ii. livestock US$
iii. Forestry 4,550,000 US$ ABD Biodiversity Conservation Corridors (BCC)
iv. Water US$

v. Energy (hydropower) US$

vi. Climate change mitigation (biofuel, bionergv, carbon
US$

offsets)

vii.Climate cllal"\E..e<!.d<mt..~!Lon US$ - --- -- ----- .- - - -- -----
3. Knowledge application

3. Knowledge resources utilized from GEF-financecl targeted research (describe)



i. Data ..

Some of the work in the project will draw on documentation of good practices in ~I.M from the WOCAT database, as well as those
identified in the UNDP-GEFproject on SLM Cambodia, including the agro-ecological assessment processes. Other tools, such as

ii. Tools and Methodologies approaches to sustainable and alternative livelihoods will be drawn from the UNDP-GEFexperience, ADB-BCC,WOCAT, The Global
Mechanism and others. SFM practices, particularly forest protection, management and participatory methods will be employed in the
commune forest context.

iii. Best Practices As above
--- -

b. Knowledge resources contributed to focal area learning objectives (describe)

i. Data

The project will 'test' various tools under conditions specific to the upper basin districts in Prek Thnot watershed. Given the limited

ii. Tools and Methodologies data available, the focus will be on establishing credible baseline supported by M&E, advancing small demonstrations and preparing
for scaling up of good practices in similar types of conditions in other watersheds (and microwatersheds) in the country. These will be
undertaken in the context of the identified LD Focal Areas above.

iii. Best Practices As above

4. Knowledge contribution as global public goods I
a. Knowledge resources and products (Describe and list under each category)
i.Publications

ii. Tools and Methodologies

iii. Best practice guidelines

b. Knowledge dissemination (Describe)
i. Websites

ii. Workshops

iii. Conferences and seminars
iv. Networks ,

i

S. SLM Learning

o. Describe how and whot the project will contribute toward a framework and tools for lillking the measurement of GEBsat project level ro impacts across multiple
scoles.

Scaling up of good practices in microwatersheds / watersheds in Cambodia. The project will establish a knowledge management strategy which will focus, among
others, on applying multi-media approaches to reach multiple target audiences. It will emphasize participatory and inclusive approaches, and take steps to create

--models for int.ew:atil~g-o~mainstreaming watershed-managemenr-cocstderations il~-eWllGmiG-cJ.e.ve./0pm~nt-pFote55es.



b. Describe how the project will increase understanding of multiple benefits from integrated management of landscape mosaics, and mixed agricultural
and forest ecosystems.

--BOTh quantitative and qualitative indicators willbe developed and tracked. These will be incorporated into a M&E system, and linked to a knowledge management
strategy. The main indicators - NPP,TFP,vegetative cover and increase in household income - sufficiently cover mixed agricultural and forest ecosystem mosaics.



Guidance on Scores

Scores to be included into the LD PMAT (heading numbers refer to numbers for section on Outcomes and Adap ive
Management)

PART II • PROJECTOUTCOMES AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT

LDl - Ecosystem services in production landscapes (agriculture, rangeland)

LDU Agriculture policy enhancement score I

Rating Benchmark Notes
I

1 no sector policy/regulation framework in place t;aSell e

2 sector policy/regulation framework has been discussed and formally
assessmen made
during prl ject

3 sector policy/regulation framework have been formally proposed but not
4 sector policy/regulation framework formaly adopted by the Government

design rd
planning hase

5 sector policy/regulation framework are enforced ""n ro"",.,ton

,
LOl.i Land tenure security of affected farmers / communities

NotelRating Benchmark

1 No land tenure arrangements and use rights in place tlasell e

Land tenure arrangements and use rights partially in place
assessmen made

2
during Prpiect

3 t.and tenure arrangements and use rights in place

Land tenure and use rights effectively in place
design rd

4 planning hase
5 Land tenure and use rights secured and protected over the long-term , nn '0,,01"'.0';

LDl.ii Sustained agricultural productivity score I
Rating Benchmark Notes

1 Yields of main crops / livestock productivity decreased Avauaoie ala on

2 Yields of main crops / livestock productivity stable
yields of main

3 Yields of main crops / livestock productivity with annual increase
crops / livestock

producti~1~y will4 Yieids of main crops / livestock productivity with >2years increase during be provi ed as
5 Yields of main crops / livestock productivity with increases that are h;,~olin<> [rinD'

LDl. ii. Rate local population's perception of the vulnerability of their livelihood (based on specific Annur

Extreme Vulnerability
assessn ent

1
(preferabl from

2 High Vulnerability
particip tory

3 Medium Vulnerability house 10ld
4 Low Vulnerability surve s
5 No Vulnerability e+i c- I or! h"

LD2 - Ecosystem services in forest landscapes

LD2,i Forest policy enhancement score
Rating Benchmark

no sector policy/regulation framework in place
Notes

""'?"----------1. __ .J_



2 sector policy/regulation framework has been discussed and formally d':;'::>t::').!Iltlt;:'lllllldUt:'

3 sector policy/regulation framework have been formally proposed but not during project

4 sector policy/regulation framework formaly adopted by the Government design and
planning phase5 sector policy/regulation framework are enforced
::>nri .nnn~"'n..l

I L03 - SLM in wider landscapes (integrated management)
L03.i Framework strengthening INRM

Rating Benchmark Notes
1 no INRM framework in place tsasellne

2 INRM framework has been discussed and formally proposed assessment made

3 INRM framework have been formally proposed but not adopted during project

4 INRM framework formaly adopted by stakeholders but weak enforcement design and
planning phase5 INRM framework is enforced
~-ri r"np~.r-"';

L 3.i Capacity strengthening to enhance cross-sector enabling environment
Rating I Benchmark Notes

1 No capacity built tsasellne

2 Initial awarenes raised (e.g. workshops, seminars) assessment made

3 Cross-sectoral training courses addressing cross-sectoral issues are during project

4 Knowledge effectively transferred (e.g. working groups tackle cross-sectoral design and
planning phase5 Application of enhanced capacity demonstrated (framework, regulations,
",,,ri en •..•", ,.",..1


